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Attachment H : Deposition of Howard P. Willens.
EXECUTIVE SESSION DEPOSITION
FRIDAY, TULY 28, 1978
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE ASSASSINATION
OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY OF THE
SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINATIONS,
Washington, D .C.

Deposition of Howard P. Willens, called for examination by counsel
for the committee, pursuant to notice, in the offices of the Select
Committee on Assassinations, room 3501, House Annex No. 2, Second
and D Streets SW., Washington, D.C., beginning at 9 :15 a.m ., when
were present : G. Robert Blakey, chief counsel.
Mr. BLAKEY . We will go on the record .
Would you swear the witness.
Whereupon, Howard P. Willens, was called as a witness by the
committee and, having been first duly sworn by the notary public,
was examined and testified as follows
By Mr. BLAKEY
Q. Mr. Willens, would you state your name and address for the
record.
A. My name is Howard P. Willens, W-i-1-1-e-n-s. My home address
is 4242 Mathewson Drive NW., Washington, D.C.
Q. Mr. Willens, I would like for the record to thank you for returning
and sharing with us some of your time on what I know is a very busy
schedule.
Let me recall for the record that you appeared before the Kennedy
subcommittee on November 17, 1977 . At that time did you have
occasion to read our rules?
A. Yes ; I did.
Q. You know then that this deposition is voluntary.
A. Yeas.
Q. And that you have a right to counsel.
A. Yes.
Q. And a right to transcript, et cetera .
A. Yes.
Q. We appreciate your coming back and helping us out.
In your appearance on November 17, 1977, the committee discussed with you your biography, your assignment with the Commission, the organization of the Commission, staff selection, staff
performance, the various pressures that were present in the operation
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of the Commission, its procedures and methods of investigation. I
understand you had an opportunity now to revew that testimony,
is that correct?
A. Yes ; I have reviewed the transcript.
Q. Is there anything that you would want to change or clarify or
add to that testimony other than grammatical corrections?
A. Yes. I have submitted for you certain minor editorial sugtions with respect to that transcript. At the conclusion of today's
eposition I would like to make a brief statement for the record
regarding the work of the Warren Commission and this committee.
It is my understanding that your rules permit such a statement to
be made by a witness and I am confident that in any event you would
afford me that courtesy.
Q. That presents no problem.
Mr. Willens, when you appeared before the committee on November 17 I showed you what was then marked JFK exhibit No. 66 and
is now marked Willens exhibit No. 1.
[Willens exhibit No. 1 was marked for identification .]
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Q. I show you what has now been marked Willens exhibit No. 1.
It is a retyped version as you can see of JFK exhibit No. 66 . Does
that chart now accurately reflect the broad organizational outlines
of the Commission?
A. Yes; I believe this chart is a generally accurate portrayal of the
organization of the Commission .
Q. Thank you.
Mr. Willens, at page 8-108 of your testimony on November 17 I
asked you about the various possible pressures that operated on
the work of the Commission . Specifically I talked about the need
perhaps to allay public fear, to bring about a smooth transition in
the National Government, issues of international concern and the
concern perhaps that the work of the Commission might become a
McCarthy type of witch hunt . You commented at that time generally
on the pressures that operated to shape the Commission's work.
I wonder if I could ask you specifically to comment on each of these
four elements.
Did any outside source in any way put any pressure on you, and
by you I mean the Commission and the Commission staff, to allay
public fear?
A. I am not sure I understand the question, Professor Blakey . The
concerns you have listed were indeed concerns that were in the minds
of many persons following the assassination of President Kennedy.
The question, it seems to me, is not whether any one of these concerns
in fact existed but whether it operated in any significant way to influence the Commission and its staff to conduct an investigation or
reach conclusions differently than would be the case in the absence of
such a concern. Although I acknowledge the existence of this concern, therefore, I do not believe that it operated to circumscribe our
efforts in any way that affected either the scope of the investigation or
the substance of our findings . Perhaps if you want to ask me a further
more specific question regarding this particular concern, I can be more
responsive.
Q. Let me see if I understand your answer . Are you indicating that
each of these four concerns were at least present in 1963-64 in the general atmosphere in which the Commission operated?
A. Yes ; I believe so although I think your approach proceeding
with them individually is sound and it may be useful to continue
doing that .
Q. Well, let me ask you specifically then. Can you recall any incident involving an outside source in which an effort was made to pressure the work of the Commission, and I don't use that in a pejorative sense, to act in such a way as its work and its final report would
allay public fear? Can you recall any specific incidents in which that
pressure was put on you ?
A. No ; I do not recall any incident involving an outside source that
operated in the way you have described.
Q. How about from inside the Commission, either the Commission
itself or the Commission staff ? Can you recall any incident in which
staff members or Commission members expressed this concern and
based on that concern made an effort to shape the Commission's
work?
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A. No ; I do not recall any such incident. There was a discussion
widely in the media at the time regarding this and the other concerns
you have identified . Speaking from my own knowledge alone I recall
some occasional discussion among members of the staff with respect to
these widely publicized concerns . We recognize these concerns and we
respected their legitimacy . We did not, however, believe that our
investigation or findings should be influenced by them other than trying to do the most conscientious and thorough investigation whose conclusions hopefully would serve to allay some of the concerns you have
identified .
Q. What about the concern of effecting a smooth transfer of national power? Was there any pressure outside the Commission on this
question or based on this consideration?
For example, did the White House or anyone associated with the
White House ever convey to the Commission a concern that its work
go smoothly in order that the transfer of power from President Kennedy to President Johnson would go smoothly?
A. I am not aware of any such a communication from the White
House to representatives of the Commission . I believe by the time
the Commission in fact was in the process of conducting its investigation that much of the earlier concern regarding a smooth transition
had been allayed by the developments of the months of December
and January. I am sure you recall, however, that there were some
allegations involving President Johnson that were before the Commission and there was understandably among all persons associated
with this effort of a desire to investigate those allegations and satisfy
the public, if possible, that these allegations were without merit.
Q. Were you aware of any inside pressures stemming from this
concern?
A. No.
Q. Were you aware of any pressures dealing with issues in international relations that bore on the Commission from an outside
source?
A. Of the various concerns you have mentioned, this is the one
about which I have the sharpest recollection. I do remember from
discussions preceding my designation to assist the Commission and
subsequent to my beginning work with the Commission involving
this particular concern. As I mentioned in my testimony before the
subcommittee, there was considerable speculation and apprehension
arising from the fact that the apparent assassin of President Kennedy
had lived for several years in the Soviet Union and had married a
citizen of the Soviet Union. As a result of these and other facts there
was considerable concern whether the assassination was organized or
promoted by any foreign power and even if it had not been a part of
a foreign conspiracy whether allegations to that effect would have a
detrimental impact on the relationships between the United States
and certain important foreign powers . Having said that, however,
I believe that this particular concern did not deter us from trying
to conduct such limited investigation as we could into the possibility
of a foreign conspiracy.
Q. In addition to the concerns stemming from Mr. Oswald's relationship to the Soviet Union, was there any concern expressed from
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any outside source dealing with Mr. Oswald's at least expressed
admiration for the Cuban Government?
A. Yes. I would say really that there was almost an equal attention
being given to the hypothesis that Oswald's participation in the
assassination was prompted by or a part of a conspiracy originating
in Cuba or with supporters of Cuba .
Q. Can you recall any specific incident involving an outside source
bringing to the Commission either the Soviet concern or the Cuban
concern?
A. Well, these concerns were being pressed upon the Commission
from several different sources. First the investigative agencies and
certain executive departments, in particular the Department of State,
were bringing to the Commission their concerns with respect to these
possible foreign entanglements in the assassination. In addition, the
media were full of allegations and speculations regarding these possible foreign relationships with Oswald. Apart from these as sources,
I don't recall any more specific or pointed source that either was necessary or did in fact serve to present these allegations or concerns to
the Commission.
Q. I believe the record would show that the two principal agencies
that you dealt with in an investigative capacity would be both the
FBI and the CIA, is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. In general, how did the Commission perceive pressures from
the FBI on the question of international concerns? Was it to find a
Soviet conspiracy or to find a Cuban conspiracy or in the national
interests to be careful in investigating that an international incident
-occurred? I don't want to put words in your mouth but you understand my question.
A. I do not remember any pressure from the FBI tending in either
of those two directions. For the most part I believe the record will
reflect that the investigation of the Commission directed at possible
foreign entanglements was conducted through the CIA rather than
the FBI. On the other hand, the FBI carried the major burden with
respect to investigating, as I remember, Oswald's affiliations with
various Cuban groups to the extent those occurred within the United
States. So the FBI did have a substantial investigative commitment
in exploring that particular possibility of foreign enanglement. I do
not remember the FBI treating this particular area of investigative
concern with any greater or lesser concern or aggressiveness than
characterized other areas in which the Bureau carried the major
investigative responsibility .
Q. What about the CIA, did they pull or tug you in any direction
in this area?
A. It is hard to speak about the activities of the CIA now in view of
the disclosures that have been made during the past several years.
Q. I am really asking you from the perspective of one who was
centrally involved with the investigative agency or of putting requests to them and receiving them, did you perceive at that time that
the A aency was pulling or pushing the Commission in any one particular direction?
A. I recall two reactions at the time . First, I remember that the
Agency was especially sensitive with respect to its investigative tech-

piques and sources and that they certainly wanted to encourage us not
to make requests or more importantly make disclosures in the report
that might hamper the further utilization of their investigative sources
and methods.
Second, my recollection is that some of the responsible officials at the
CIA were very experienced and aggressive investigators with a very,
substantial interest in satisfying themselves whether there was any
illicit or conspiratorial involvement by a foreign government in the
assassination of President Kennedy. In essence, my judgment at the
time was that they were thoroughly motivated to apply their best
efforts to learn what the true facts were regarding foreign involvement
in the assassination although they recognized that their ability to
satisfy anyone on this score was rather limited.
Q. Specifically, did you perceive at any time on the basis of those
people you came in contact with at the agency that they were pressing
or advocating a Cuban based conspiracy to assassinate President
Kennedy?
A. No ; I did not have an impression based on my contacts that they
favored any particular explanation of a foreign entanglement. I had
rather the sense that they considered almost every possibility of sufficient seriousness to be explored by them if not by us.
Q. In your judgment had they had that pet theory, do you think
you would have felt the pressure?
A. I think that they would have felt free to set forth their hypothesis
to us if they thought it might influence us or if they felt it was not
being given sufficient consideration by us. In retrospect though it is
hard to recall any very likely substantive discussions with CIA officials regarding their hypotheses or the investigative avenues that we
at the Commission would most profitably pursue . I have the feeling
now, and this is probably based on more recent things, that the Agency
was largely conducting its own inquiries separate from those of the
Commission and sharing with the Commission only such results as they
felt were absolutely required .
Q. You were the person on the Commission who had the greatest
contact with the investigative agencies, both in receiving and transmitting investigative requests, weren't you?
A. I did have major responsibility in preparing and submitting
investigative requests to the investigative agencies. As I indicated
earlier, I did typically review proposed investigative requests, discuss them with the responsible staff members and pursue any differences of views on the subject by presenting the proposed request to
Mr. Rankin for his final disposition. I did also meet at regular intervals with representatives of the investigative agencies. Other members of the staff, however, did have very substantial exposure and contact with members of the investigative agencies, especially those members of the staff engaged in some of the more technical work focusing
on the physical evidence.
Q. But apart from Mr. Rankin himself you would have been the only
staff member who had a perspective as broad as the Commission's mandate in dealing with the various agencies, is that correct?
A. I think that is generally correct. My only caveat arises from my
uncertainty as to what Mr. Rankin and the Commission might have
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been doing independently with the agencies that I was not aware of.
Q. So at least then from your perspective if either the agency or the
FBI was trying to sell a pet theory of the Cuban involvement or the
Soviet involvement, do I understand you correctly that you were not
aware of any particular selling job being done on you?
A. That is correct. This line of questioning has been limited to theories relating to foreign entanglement and I am purporting now to discuss whether those agencies had any institutional interest in the investigation that they may have been trying to protect or further by
trying toinfluence the work of the Commission .
Q. Mr. Willens, for example, it has been alleged at least in the press
most recently that the Cuban Government has taken the position that
the CIA was at that time attempting to lay the blame for the assassination on the Cuban Government and I am asking these questions most
pointedly to ascertain from you who I would suppose to be one. of the
persons in a position to know or to have felt that pressure if it existed
in 1963-64 . Do I understand you then to say that if it existed you
didn't see it?
A. In the sense of a strong and decided effort by the CIA to influence us to believe there was a Cuban conspiracy, my answer is that
I do not recall any such pressure. I do recall the CIA personnel being
keenly interested in the possibilities of either a Soviet or a Cuban involvement in the assassination. I recall also some considerable disquiet
about the Oswald trip to Mexico City shortly before the assassination.
I asn not sure that the agency then or perhaps now feels that all the
questions with respect to that trip have been adequately resolved. To
that extent I want to suggest that they were committed to investigating
these matters, I believe, but that they did not have any special bias that
came through to me at least in conversations I had with officials of the
Agency.
Q. I believe in your November 17,1977, testimony you indicated that
the principal person through whom the Agency interacted with the
Commission was Mr. Helms, is that correct?
A. Yes ; that is correct. He did have two deputies whose names were
mentioned in my earlier testimony who also participated in this effort.
Q. Can you recall anything in Mr. Helms' conduct that then you
interpreted or now that you might in retrospect interpret as an effort
to sell Cuban-based conspiracy to the Commission?
A. It seems now to be a matter of public record. The CIA in the
years preceding the assassination of President Kennedy had in place
plans to explore ways of assassinating Castro. It seems also to be 0
matter of public record that the Agency did not in fact disclose these
activities to representatives of the Warren Commission or, to put it
more precisely, I am not aware that any such information was communicated to the Warren Commission.
Q. We can come back to that specific topic a little later.
A. Yes ; but I am suggesting, and the reason I raise the question
now is that this failure would have cut against any effort by the CIA
really to focus our attention on involvement by the Cuban Government because it would have naturally raised among representatives of
the Commission a question as to the basis for that hypothesis by the
CIA and some further questioning regarding the information in the
Agency's possession relating to Cuba .
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Q. Did you perceive at the time any effort to push you away from
looking into possible Cuban involvement or a Soviet involvement by
the Agency?
A. No. Let me just add that the record of the Commission's investigative activities will show the kind of investigative reports that we
received from the CIA and it may be that this committee with the
benefit of the last 14 years and other techniques may conclude that the
Agency did in fact communicate information to us designed to minimize our concern about a foreign involvement.
Q. But at least you weren't aware in 1963 that there was an effort
to direct your attention elsewhere?
A. I do not remember any such effort.
Q. All right. I have asked you the questions about outside pressures
involving the Agency. You mentioned the State Department . Can you
recall any effort by any of the people associated with the State
Department ; for example, Mr. Chayes indicated to you concerns by
the Department of State of an international character?
A. My recollection is that the Department of State emphasized only
the need to deal with such allegations carefully and .responsibly . As I
recall, there was considerable discussion regarding the substance and
style of the communication to be addressed to the Soviet Union relating to the work of the Commission .
Q. Can you tell us more about that specific contact and the role of the
State Department in shaping it?
A. I do not have a very specific recollection . My belief is that we
consulted with the State Department on more than one occasion regarding the kind of inquiry to be addressed to the Soviet Union and the
likelihood that any such ,request would be honored by the Soviet Union.
Q. Can you recall the State Department's position on the likelihood
that it would be honored?
A. I believe that the Department of State had some preliminary
indication that a request for factual information with respect to
Oswald from the Soviet Union would be honored . Beyond that, however, I don't recall whether we were encouraged not to ask particular
questions or discouraged from the entire effort .
Q. For example, do you recall making a distinction or discussing
a distinction between public record information and I suppose I would
call it police information? By public record information I mean a
marriage certificate, application for a visa. By police information I
mean internal reports of the KGB dealing with interviews or surveillance of Lee Harvey Oswald.
A. I don't remember that distinction but it certainly sounds now as
though it makes considerable sense and might well have been discussed.
Q. Do you recall in fact that the form of the request seemingly
called for only public record information?
A. I do not have that specific recollection of the request that was
actually made .
Q. Do you recall getting anything other than public record information with signatures that you could not read?
A. No ; I do not have a recollection of receiving anything other
than the material such as you have described .
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Q. Was it ever brought to your attention or to the other staff members or Commission members at least to your knowledge that there
existed police information in the Soviet Union dealing with Lee
Harvey Oswald ?
A. I do not remember.
Q. Do you recall any situation in which Mr. Helms discussed with
you-by you I mean either the Commission or you being a staff member-that Lee Harvey Oswald was apparently subjected to police surveillance in the Soviet Union and that the Soviet Union had that
information?
A. I do have a recollection of either knowing or assuming that to
be the fact. I do not recall what the source of my knowledge or assumption was. Of course Mr. Helms may have had conversations with
members of the Commission, in particular Mr. Dulles, that explored
the kind of problem in detail other than in any conversation in which
I participated .
Q. Can you recall anything of this character influencing the way
in which the State Department requested the request should be made?
A. I may not be reconstructing this appropriately. My sense is that
we recognize that only certain kinds of information could be obtained
through formal diplomatic channels and that other perhaps more
relevant or meaningful information could be obtained only through
channels available to the CIA. We were trying to utilize both avenues
to the best effect . I believe that the CIA had the responsibility for
utilizing what sources and methods it had in those days to obtain such
information as it could.
Q. What I am really specifically worried about now is the form of
the Commission's request and certain responses of the Soviet Government seemingly operated on the level of public information and I am
wondering whether the agency and/or the State Department influenced any way in which the Commission asked for information
formally from the Soviet Union so that only public information was
asked for and received.
A. I don't remember the considerations that went into so limitin
the request through formal diplomatic channels . I have a genera
recollection that we were depending on the CIA to get any nonpublic
information that might be available to it . I have the recollection also
that we thought it would be clearly inappropriate in a formal diplomatic communication to inquire of the Soviet Union whether Lee
Harvey Oswald was an agent of the KGB. It seemed to us that there
was a certain futility involved in asking that kind of question through
a formal diplomatic note and I assume that the Department of State
would have strongly advised against so doing.
Q. All right . Just to round out this point on a slightly different
aspect of it, do you recall receiving either formally or informally
from the agency any information that the agency had obtained other
than through formal diplomatic channels on Lee Harvey Oswald
from the Soviet Union?
A. Yes.
Q. Could you share. that with me now?
A. Well, I think such materials as we obtained are in the records
of the Commission . I do not know whether they continue to be protected by a security classification or not.
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Q. For the record, you ought to be aware that the committee has
access to all the information, both classified and not classified, that
is made available to the Commission or is currently in existence in
the agency . My question really was not designed to ask you to disclose
classification information as much as to comment whether you were
aware and more specifically of the existence of any Soviet defectors
at about 1963-64 and any information that they may have had bearing on Lee Harvey Oswald.
A. Yes ; I was aware of the reports from the CIA with respect to
a Soviet defector whose knowledge with respect to Oswald was being
evaluated by the agency at the time and as to which the agency eventually offered some assessment on which the Commission felt it could
rely. I do have a recollection also that there was other information
originating from sources in addition to the defector of a kind that
may have included nonpublic information of the sort you are referring to.
Q. Can you recall for us what the agency's position was at that time
on the quality and accuracy of information obtained from Soviet
defectors about Lee Harvey Oswald ?
A. I cannot speak in terms of more than one defector. There may
have been others and it was my understanding then and is even more
fully understood by me now that the handling , of defectors by the
agency is a very sophisticated and controversial line of work. It is iny
understanding now that there was a considerable controversy regarding the credibility of the particular defector to whom I am making
reference.
I think the record probably has to stand as the best evidence of what
their ultimate assessment was. As I recall, they cautioned us against
premature or extensive reliance on the information coming from this
particular defector but that near the end of our work my recollection
is that we were given reason to believe that the defector had supplied some information that was confirmatory of conclusions that the
Commission might otherwise reach with respect to the absence of
Soviet involvement in any conspiracy.
Q. Did the Commission rely to any degree on that information?
It of course does not appear as such in the Commission's report and
I would ask then as to whether any reliance was placed on that in
writing the final report although there are no citations to the testimony of a Soviet defector either given formally or informally to the
Commission.
A. I really could not answer that question without reviewing the
records of the Commission and the deliberations with respect to the
findings set forth in the Commission report .
Q. Could you make a comment in a general way? I am not really
worried about any specific three lines in the Commission's report but
rather that the general orientation of the Commission toward its
conclusions. For example, the conclusion of no Soviet involvement or
single assassin to the degree that the defector's information tended to
support no Soviet involvement or single assassin, can you recall that
defector's confirmation of those two theses played a role or was a factor
in the willingness of the Commission to decide either of those two
issues?
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A. It is my recollection that the Commission tried to resolve those
two issues without reliance on the information coming from the Soviet
defector. However, I believe that some members of the Commission
and staff undoubtedly found some small comfort in the fact that a defector did exist who was characterized as possibly reliable .by the CIA
whose statements did not contradict the findings that the Commission
was otherwise disposed to make.
I think you can be confident that if the Soviet defector had stated
knowledge of Soviet Union involvement in the assassination that the
Commission would have qualified its conclusions with respect to the
two issues even more than was done in the report as published. To that
extent, therefore, the existence of this defector and the assessment at
the time by the agency were relevant to the Commission's conclusions.
Q. Following up this same line of inquiry and perhaps jumping
ahead in what I hope would be a. very orderly discussion, nonetheless
it seems to be appropriate to raise it here, the Commission had available to it information stemming from what was described as unusually
Government. Do you recall
reliable sources dealing with the
receiving a transmission from the Federal Bureau of Investigation
outlining that the Bureau had an unusually reliable source of information closely connected to the Cuban Government whose information, if
believed, would tend to indicate that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone?
I am doing my best to express this in indirect terms .
A. But your question refers to a transmission from the FBI, is that
correct?
Q. To the Commission .
A. And by transmission do you mean something different than a
report ?
,
Q. Yes ; a letter .
A. I have a recollection of a source described as confidential and
reliable being utilized in connection with the Cuban aspect of the Commission's investigation. I do not have a recollection of that transmission or a reference to a source from the FBI as opposed to the CIA but
I may be mistaken in that connection .
Mr. BLAKEY . Let me suggest that we take a 2-minute break and we
can resume.
[Whereupon, a short recess was taken.]
Mr. BLAKEY . We can go back on the record .
By Mr. BLAKEY :
Q. -Mr. Willens, let me show you a copy of what has been previously
marked as Warren Commission Document 1359 which is a letter from
J. Edgar Hoover, the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
to the Honorable J. Lee Rankin and ask if you would look at it, please.
I might -also note that the document also has a JFK document No.
002734.
Have you seen that letter previously?
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
WASHINGTON ss .D .C .

June 17, 1964
BY COURIER SERVICE

Honorable J. Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue, Northeast
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr . Rankin :
Through a confidential source which has furnished
reliable information in the past, we have been advised of
some statements maue by Fidel Castro, Cuban Prime Minister,
concerning the assassination of President Kennedy.
In connection with these statements of Castro,
your attention is called to the speech made by Castro on
November 27, 1963, in Havana, Cuba, during which Castro made
similar statements concerning this matter .
The pertinent
portions of this speech are set out in the report of SpecialAgent James J. O'Connor dated May 8, 1964, at Miami, Florida,
beginning on page 30 .
According to our source, Castro recently is reported
to have said,

was based

The source then advised that Castro's speculation
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Honorable J. Lee Rankin

It will be noted that the information furnished by
our source at this time as having come from Castro is consistent with and substantially the same as that which appears in
Castro's speech of November 27, 1963, and which is referred
to above .
This additional material is set forth for the
Commission's information and no further action is contemplated
by this Bureau concerning it .
Sincerely yours,

A. I think so.
Q. The letter in the form in which it has been shown to you had certain sections excluded because of their sensitive character. Nevertheless, do you recall the letter as well as the contents that are excluded in
the copy shown you?
A. I do not have any recollection of the comments which were attributed to Mr. Castro in that communication but which are not contained in the letter -as was shown to me.
Q. Can you recall generally whether what Mr. Castro may have said
at that time concerning the assassination of President Kennedy may
have played any part in the Commission staff or the Commission itself
being willing to find the absence of Cuban involvement or to affirm the
probable validity of a single assassin theory?
A. I do not recall that we had any evidence or investigative leads
implicating Mr. Castro personally or his government generally in the
assassination. I am assuming that the comments attributed to Mr.
Castro in that communication were not admissions that Mr. Castro or
government officials acting at his direction had been involved in any
way with the assassination of President Kennedy. Assurances of that
kind were undoubtedly considered by the Commission staff and members of the Commission in evaluating the overall investigation and
reaching a finding with respect to the possibility of Cuban involvement. My concern now, of course, is that additional sources of information may have been available to the investigative agencies with respect to this matter that were not fully exploited and results made
available to the Commission pertaining to such results bore directly
on the possibility of an informed conspiracy .
Q. Let me ask you the last of the four elements that I discussed with
you vreviously . Can you recall any outside or inside pressures or discussions that reflect a concern that the Commission's effort might be a
McCarthy-type witch hunt?
A. I have the recollection that concerns of that kind were presented
to the Commission both through the media and through other sources.
I believe it is a desire to prevent any such accusation that the Commission developed certain procedures with respect to its proceedings to
protect the rights of individuals whose activities were being investigated by the Commission and to exercise caution in the framing ofconclusions with respect to what the evidence showed .
Q. Can you recall any specific discussions with specific people where
the question of a witch hunt came up? Not necessarily in those terms.
A. As our records reflect, there was considerable controversy early
on in the work of the Commission regarding the protection of Lee Harvey Oswald's rights as a criminal suspect who could not be brought to
trial. As you know, those deliberations resulted in certain procedures
and safeguards being put in place to try to make certain that the Commission's conclusions with respect to Oswald were, based on a fair assessment of all the relevant evidence . That is the only context in which
I remember this particular issue coming up over any period of time.
From time to time there were published expressions of concern that
the Commission not prematurely or unfairly reach a conclusion that
because Lee Harvey Oswald had gone to Russia that there was a Soviet
conspiracy. These expressions of concern balanced the other expreF-
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WILLENB EXHIBIT NO . 2A

It is important that all of the facts, .' :
surrounding President Kennedy's Assassination be"::
made public in a way which will satisfy people - in --~:
- the United States and abroad that all the facts ;-'.-have been told and that .; a statement to this effdct ._
be grade nosy .

~.

1. - -The public must +be"satisfied 'that-.'.': l
Oswald was the assassin ; that he did not have
confederates who are still at largo ; and that
the evidence was such that he would have been:''- ~
convicted at trial.
. ' '2,. Speculation about Os4ald's raotivation ~:;
ought to be cut off, and we should have some basis, ;`
for rebutting thought that .this was a Communist' : ;.: '-`
..
:
;
conspiracy or (as the Iron Curtain press is saying)
:
a right-wing conspiracy to blame it on the Communists . .
Unfortunately the facts on Oswald seem about too pat-=
too obvious (Marxist, Cuba, Russian wife, etc.) . The
Dallas police have put out statements on the Communist`
conspiracy theory, and it was they who were in charge ;;
when he was shot and thus silenced . ., . ._ ._
3 . The matter has been handled- thus'-far'
with neither dignity nor conviction . Facts have been
mixed with rumour and speculation. We can scarcely
let the world see us totally in the imps of the Dallas police when our President . i s murdered,

e,

I think this objective may be satisfied : _
by making public as soon as possible a complete and
thorough FBI report on Oswald and the assassination .°
This ray run into the difficulty of pointing to in--;;
consistencies between thin report and statements by ., . ..,-,
Dallas police officials . but the reputation of the ..' :
Bureau is such that it may do the whole job. .:;
.-

43-819 0 - 79 - 27
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The only other step would be the appointment
of a Presidential Commission of unimpeachable personnel :;;
to review and examine the evidence and announce ite
conclusions.' :" This has both advantages and disadvantages .It think it can await publication of the rbI report -;;- ".f ;'
and public reaction to it here and abroad, :,
I think, however, that a statement that-=
all-the facts will be made public property in an ;-- . ." orderly and responsible way should be made now. Weneed something to bead off public speculation or ;_:~°%?
Congressional hearings of the wrong; sort,:
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A. Yes ; I have reviewed this memorandum in the course of preparing for my testimony before this committee. I do not have a recollection of seeing this memorandum at the time that it was prepared in
1963.
Q. Were you generally aware that memorandums of these kinds were
circulating in the Government at that time?
A. I was generally aware that Mr. Katzenbach was having conversations regarding how best to deal with the assassination and what disclosures, if any, should be made to the public with respectto the assassination .
Q. You did not know then of this memorandum in 1963 or 1964?
A. I do not recall seeing it at or about the time it was written. I do
not believe also that it came into the possession of the Warren Commission but I mightbe mistaken in that regard .
Q. At page 8-112 of your testimony on November 17 we discussed
a letter of Mr. Katzenbach to the Chief Justice dated December 9,
1963. Let me show you a copy of what has been marked as Willens 2-B
and ask you whether you are familiar with that letter .
You have seen that letter before today, this morning?
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December s, 1943

The Chief Justice
?b Supse+ee Court
1lashiaIt" 0 D. C.

Dear Wro Chief Justices
At the direction of President Johnson, i

a traussittias havwith to you aced to the otter
amours of the Cowsisallea series of the report of
the f"ral urau of lawetisatioa OR alto aesessiaatiso of President Ksanody Cad on the subsequent
sheetibs of Lee Harvey Oswald . You will ante that
is sea aspects is investigation is eawtiaullse a&_
further liaforsation will be made available to the "
Coassissies as it dave1ols .

ale Seat Service esd

the Department of $tote " also, prepared reports
with saaat to the praparstivas mode !t s~tand the
treeideut ad astata baslwcrreund iotorcatrew in
the 1amO* of lbo State Drpartasat with sosyoet to
Oswald . You will haw "use prea"ly.

t4~

We l~
a Classified document
slues it does at
umteasa iaferratiew.
fh+hner we bar bece'trsatias it as a Moly
elavoitlled dosweet mew t teas t that role sad the
agabors
the Ceam"slon will do likowiso

w

1 swat time a" yes dotsrsiwe to role*" Matters
ssatataed withu its tfifia the Gowornuent it is
betas road by a very Uallted nuwb*r et people an a
O ne" to bow" basis .
You will :wall that at the time of
saaouaollas the Tederal $arson of lav*stisatton

iavestigation, awd prior to the appointment of
the Corission, President Johnson asnoeneed that
the rat

report would be as" rublia .

l have,
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however, isforsed his of your request that this report
not be rolsased until the Coa .aissioi has lead titw to
review all of the facts and evaluate thes. At the same
ties 1 as sure you are aware that there is such public
speeuUtioa and rumor in this connection whiea would +"
desirable to allay as quickly As rossible .
for exaa ;le,
the latest fallep po11 shows that over half the Asrerican
poegle believe that Oswald act*A as part of a eoas :liraey
is shooting President Kennedy, .and there is consieerahlu
rumor in this country anA abroad to the offset that 'uLy
acted as part of the same #rr k related conaparaay .
I think, therefore
the Caasission si".oyl~
allosinr, thr !)epartusnt c~r
Justice to release--a short press atate"nt whit? .
would Lriefly n0e the followins poirtas

consider releasing--or

(1)
Ths fal reral,t t' :rcw ;,h sciertific
o :amimatiou of evidence, testimony and intensive
investiratian, *stabl1sh*s beyond o reasonable
doubt that toss harvvy Osva1Q st~ot President Kennedy
an November 22, 1963 .
The evidence Inclades ballistic
tests, finrerprints and Palo prints, clothier fits#r%
and other tsoknieal data which places Oswald ot the
soon* of the cruse mad establlshes that he tired the
shots which killed President Kennedy and woustd*d
6owraor Connally of Texas .
(2)
The r6I has made an exhaustive irvostigatioa iatu whether Oswald way have, conspired with or
been assisted by say orsanisstion, prom p or person,
foreiys or domestic, In carrvinp out
dastaruly act .

Me

In this regard, the T81 has questioned lundreds of ;-,orso" and checked out ssamsrasa reamers and reports . To

date this aspect of the investigation has seen nstative .
No evidence has been useovered indicating tkat any

orsani=atics, group or person, including Dallas night
club owner Jack Ruby i Yes involved with Oswald in ttie
aseassisatton of Freeldsnt tennedy, or that the outsequsat shooting of Oswald was hart of a conspiracy .
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I wrld be happy to discuss any of tht
a4ttom cowtaine4 is this latter or is twe report
with you or ether osobavs of tha Commission at any
tim you s%ouU desire . I en, of cwrse, always
at year service .
Sincarely yours,
~~-/
.

~--L

Richolas tie! . Xatsenbach
Depaty Attorawp Cenaral
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A. Yes ; I have seen that letter before my testimony here this morning.
Q. Were you aware of the letter in 1963 or 1964?
A. I was aware that the Deputy Attorney General officially sent to
the Commission copies of the FBI report . I do not believe that I participated in the drafting of this letter at the Department of Justice
although it is possible that I was aware of its existence at the time even
though I did not participate in its drafting.
Q. Can you recall any member of the Commission discussing it?
A. I remember some very early conversations with Mr. Rankin and
the Chief Justice with respect to the question whether anything should
be made public about the assassination based on the work of the FBI. I
think I was aware that the Deputy Attorney General had expressed his
views on this subject and that the Chief Justice believed that no disclosures should be made until the Commission had undertaken its inquiry.
I think this was one of the first policy issues presented to the Commission although I was not at the meeting where it was discussed.
Q. Would it be fair to characterize this letter as an example of the
kind of outside pressures that were put on the Commission with an
apparent design to shape its work?
A. Well, I do have some difficulty with your use of the word "pressure ." The letter I think is an effort to inform the Chief Justice of a
possible course of action for his consideration and that of the other
members of the Commission . It was a question that had to be resolved
because of the President's earlier statement to the public that the
results of the FBI inquiry would be made public. Since that statement
was on the public record there was obviously a need to deal with it so
as to either make a public statement as had been promised by President
Johnson or provide some satisfactory explanation as to why such a
public statement could not usefully be made at that time.
Q. Do you recall any staff discussions of the Katzenbach letter?
A. I do not recall discussions among the staff about the Katzenbach
letter . By the time the staff was assembled, more than a month had
elapsed since the date on that letter and the Commission in the interim
had reached a conclusion that there would be no public statement based
on the FBI report. That was a conclusion of the Commission with
which I believe the staff was in general agreement.
Q. At page 8-138 of your testimony of November 17 I showed you
JFK exhibit No. 65 which was a memorandum from Mr. Hubert and
Mr. Griffin to yourself dated February 24,1964, dealing with telephone
records. At that time you raised a question of the response that had
been made to JFK exhibit No. 63 which was a Hubert-Griffin memorandum to Mr. Rankin dated May 14, 1964, raising questions about
the adequacy of the Ruby investigation. You noted at that time that
there was also an exchange of memorandums on June 1, 1964, between
yourself and Mr. Hubert and Mr. Griffin. In that context let me show
you what has previously been marked Willens exhibits Nos. 3 and 4.
You have had an opportunity to see them this morning, have you not?
[For conies of JFK 63 and 65, see supra testimonv of Burt Griffin ;
and for Willens Nos. 3 and 4 ; see IV HSCA-JFK Hearing, pp. 54860.]
A. Yes.
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Q. Are these the exchange of memorandums you referred to in your
testimony of November 17?
A. Yes.
Q. All right. Is there anything that you would like to add to your
testimony of November 17 in light of these two exhibits?
A. Yes ; there is. I am disturbed by the fact that these documents
have been produced for the purpose of securing testimony at this late
stage in this committee's investigation. I was troubled by the thrust of
your previous interrogation with respect to the adequacy of the investigation by the Warren Commission in the Ruby area where the
responsible attorneys were Mr. Hubert and Mr. Griffin.
I understand furthermore that the adequacy of this investigation
has been the subject of testimony that the committee has elicited from
witnesses other than myself before I appeared in November. The general thrust of the questioning was to the effect that the investigation in
this Ruby area was incomplete and that limitations had been placed on
the responsible attorneys by myself or Mr. Rankin. I think that
hypothesis is a thoroughly appropriate one for the committee to investigate but that if you do explore this issue you have a responsibility to
put into the record and elicit testimony concerning all the relevant
documents pertaining to the issue.
The fact that the staff did not present these two documents to me or
others at an earlier date gives rise to some concern as to why that
happened . There certainly are two possibilities. First, it is possible that
these documents had not been found by the staff of this committee in
the course of reviewing the Warren Commission records in which
event the adequacy of this committee's investigation is suspect. Second,
it is possible that the committee staff found these materials but elected
not to present them to me or other witnesses whose testimony was being
sought regarding the adequacy of the Ruby investigation.
If the second hypothesis is accurate, it suggests that the committee
staff is biased in its underlying approach, and is motivated by a desire
to document preconceived notions regarding the adequacy of the Warren Commission investigation. I mention these possibilities not really
to sug-aest that either is supportable but only to demonstrate that this
committee's work is subject to challenge and error as the work of the
Warren Commission and to that extent I hope that when the committee
staff and the full committee. addresses this issue of the adequacy of the
Ruby investigation you will take into light the substance of these memorandums and the fact that some . of the earlier testimony you have
obtained and the documents that predate June 1, 1964, must be evaluated in'light of the subiect of these particular memorandums .
Q. In addition to seeing these two memorandums today, were they
forwarded by me to you shortly after your appearance on November 17?
A. Yes, thev were .
Q. Would that indicate that the staff has had access to these documents since the end of November?
A. Yes ; it certainlv would indicate that you did ascertain their
existence and presumably you realized them since late November 1977.
Q,. And that would mean that there are at. least three hypothesis or
possible ways of interpreting that these documents would be shown to
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you now. The third would be that they were found shortly after your
testimony and perhaps in light of your testimony and that they have
indeed shaped the committee's investigation since that time and are
being shown to you now in a deposition taken to complete your testimony of November 17 in a spirit of fairness and completeness.
A. Yes. I appreciate that fact but my concern really goes to the testimony of other witnesses that have been presented to this committee.
My concern is that other witnesses may not have had their recollection
refreshed by these particular memoranda and accordingly may have
testified based on the earlier memoranda that the investigative efforts
in tl:e Ruby area were improperly restrained by persons like myself
acting in a reviewing capacity.
Q. And if you learned that there was an exchange of correspondence
between the committee staff and other witnesses periodically making
an effort to bring each witnesses' testimony up in light of the developing investigation, I take it you would be willing to indicate that your
concern was allayed.
A. That would be helpful to allay my concern ; it would still leave
open both of the hypotheses that I have identified regarding the adequacy of the staff's search for the relevant materials or the existence
of possibly a bias with respect to this investigation.
Q. Which in any case could not be finally determined until our record was read as a whole at the conclusion of our investigation ; isn't
that correct?
A. That is correct.
Q. Let me concentrate a little more on where we were on November 17. We had just begun, I think, to discuss the relationship between
the various Federal agencies and the Warren Commission . Let me
specifically, if I may, call your attention back to subjects we covered
a little bit this morning but I want to cover in a little more detail and
that is the relationship between the Warren Commission and the FBI.
How would you characterize the relationship between the Bureau
and tl, e Warren Commission on the question of its general attitude toward being cooperative or uncooperative?
A. I think the FBI honored its responsibilities of generally cooperating to its fullest capability with the Commission's investigation.
Q. Would you characterize its responses as timely or untimely or
none of the above?
A. I believe that the Bureau on the whole responded in a timely
fashion to the request of the Commission . There were, as the records
reflect, some investigative requests that took longer than others to
answer and there were instances where the Bureau representatives and
the Commission staff negotiated with respect to particular requests
that caused some special difficulty .
Q. Did you perceive at any time, based on your contacts with the
Bureau, that there was anv kind of an adversary relationship between
the Commission and the Bureau?
A. The relationship was certainly not free of controversy. Let us be
clear about the fact that the Bureau had conducted a substantial investigation before the Commission was completed and had reached certain
conclusions regarding the facts of the assassination. In particular the
Bureau had concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald was a single assassin,
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that the assassination had occurred in a particular way and that there
was no evidence of any conspiracy . It would be completely understandable for the FBI to be concerned about the possibility that the investigation of the Warren Commission would disprove one or more of the
findings of the FBI and the were undoubtedly sensitive to this possibility that did contribute from time to time to a relationship that
might be described as arm's length if not adversarial.
Q. You indicated, and quite properly, that when the Warren Commission came into existence it found an investigation substantially
underway and I take it that you would probably agree with the characterization of that investigation as one that was largely self-directed by
the FBI. After the Warren Commission came into existence, would
you care to indicate for the record the degree to which the locus of the
decisionmaking in that investigation shifted from Bureau officials
to the Warren Commission?
A. Yes. I think that is a useful perspective and I have two things to
say about it. First, the Bureau remained free to conduct whatever
investigation it desired with respect to the assassination. It certainly
was not inhibited by the Commission regarding such investigative efforts as it might have decided were appropriate under the circumstances. Second, the Commission staff did believe that its initial job
was to review the investigative materials and by that I do mean the
underlying materials rather than the summary FBI report and make
such additional investigative requests to the FBI as seemed warranted.
The records of the Commission will reflect during the several months
beginning in approximately February a substantial number of detailed
investigative requests were designed to elicit from the FBI specific
responses to specific questions that members of the Commission staff
thought should be explored . In that respect the Commission entered the
picture as a new decisionmaker to direct the Bureau's investigative
effort in the sense that the Bureau was one of the investigative arms
available to the Commission to develop the pertinent facts .
Q. In fact, did the Bureau continue to conduct the investigation on
its own initiative?
A. I do not know to what extent the Bureau did not conduct the investigation other than that specifically requested by the Commission. I
have the sense that our investigative requests were so extensive and
numerous that it engaged in substantial Bureau resources but I do not
know whether in addition they conducted other investigation.
Q. You cannot recall now receiving the product of investigative effort that you had not requested after you came into existence and had
begun to make requests of your own?
A. Well, no, that is not entirely correct. I do have a recollection of
occasional communications from the Bureau that were unsolicited in
the sense that they contained facts or allegations coming to the attention of Bureau agents or informants.
Q. But it would be your judgment, if I understand your testimony
correctly, that the basic initiative was being taken by the Commission
and not the Bureau?
A. All I can speak about is the initiative undertaken by the Commission, and as to that it seemed clear that one of the important steps in our
investigation was to master the investigative materials supplied to the
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Commission by the FBI and the other investigative agencies and to
organize a further investigative effort to look at leads that came to our
attention.
Q. Let me turn your attention now to the question of whether any
relevant evidence was withheld from the Commission by the February
investigation and show you what has been marked as JFK exhibit
No. 70. You have had an opportunity to review that prior to your
testimony, have you not? For the record it is a memorandum dated
February 12, 1964, of yourself summarizing a staff meeting in reference to the allegation that Lee Harvey Oswald was an undercover
agent for the FBI, is that correct?
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A. Yes ; that is correct . I have had the opportunity to review this
exhibit.
Q. How would you characterize this incident and its impact on
the work of the Commission?
A. Well, my recollection is refreshed by this memorandum and I
do have the recollection as indicated here that- the omission of the
Hosty information from Oswald's address book was, and I quote,
"of considerable importance and could not be ignored by the Commission ." End quote. I believe that was the predominant staff sentiment at the time and we were generally upset by an incident which
we thought was some question on the readiness of the FBI to supply
all information forthrightly to the. Commission .
Q . For the record, at this point let me kind of summarize some
of what the Hosty omission might be further described as. Mr.
Robert P. Gemberging was a special agent of the FBI who acted as
a coordinator of the FBI's assassination investigation. Gemberging's
report dated December 23, 1963, submitted to the Warren Commission on January 13, 1964, and labeled CD 205 contained a transcription of Oswald's address book but omitted the entry of a name, office
address, telephone number and license number of Special Agent James
P. Hosty. His report dated February 11, 1964, submitted to the Warren Commission on February 20, 1964, and labeled CD 385, however,
contained the remaining contents of the address book including the
Hosty entry. He submitted to the Commission an affidavit dated
February 25, 1964, explaining the original omission . Special Agent
John T. Kesler who had reviewed the original transcription submitted a similar affidavit . Both affidavits explained that the omission
reflected Gemberging's instruction to the effect that Kesler was to
extract all names and telephone numbers, the identities of which were
unknown, together with any other lead information. On this basis
Special Agent Hosty's name was said to have been excluded because
it was neither unknown nor lead information.
What impact did this set of events in this meeting that you have
had here have on the trust between the staff and the Federal Bureau
of Investigation?
A. I think it had an adverse effect on the relationship between the
staff and the Bureau that could be rehabilitated only over a fairly
lengthy period of time . That was healthy in the sense' that it alerted
the staff to the possibility that the FBI might have institutional or
other interests that were not fully consistent with the objectives of the
Warren Commission . To that extent I think it caused the staff to
exercise more initiative to review investigative reports more carefully
and to make certain that the investigation could be fairly characterized
when it was finally completed as an investigation by the Commission
and its staff rather' than investigation by the FBI.
Q. It has subsequently become public that there was an apparent
destruction of a note delivered by Lee Harvey Oswald to the FBI.
Let me read to you a short description of that situation.
Sometime approximately 2 weeks before the assassination it. i s said
that Lee Harvey Oswald left a note at the Dallas office of the FBI for
Special Agent James P. Hosty. The receptionist who took the note
remembers its contents more or less as follows
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Let this be a warning. I would blow up the FBI and the Dallas Police Department if you don't stop bothering my wife .
Special Agent Hosty has not acknowledged that he received the note
on the same day. Nevertheless, he remembers it as saying
If you have anything you want to learn about me, come talk to me directly .
If you don't cease bothering my wife, I will take appropriate action and report
this to proper authorities.
Hosty says he put the note in his workbox . He also indicates that
on the evening of November 24, 1963, he was instructed by Gordon
Shanklin, the special agent in charge of the Dallas field office, to destroy the note and a memorandum he wrote discussing the note and
his contacts with Lee Harvey Oswald. Accordingly, Hosty destroyed
them.
Hosty testified before the Warren Commission on May 5, 1964, and
during that testimony he made no mention of the note or its destruction
because he had been instructed by the FBI not to volunteer information.
Had you been aware of this information in 1964, do you think it
would have affected the course of your investigation?
A. Are you talking about the Oswald note or are you talking about
the knowledge that the Oswald note had been destroyed by Air. Hosty?
Q. Both .
A. If we had known about the Oswald note, I think it would have
provided us still further confirmation of the findings reached by the
Commission with respect to the adequacy of the liaison between the
FBI and the Secret Service. If the substance of the note was more or
less as recalled by the receptionist, it would have revealed a particular
level of emotional intensity and capacity for threatened violence that
might plausibly have prompted the Bureau to be more concerned about
Oswald in light of the impending Presidential visit than was in fact
apparently the case. At the same time though the note itself would
have been largely confirmatory of facts already known to the Commission from the FBI and other sources ; namely, that the FBI did have a
file on Oswald and numerous contacts with him before the visit of
President Kennedy to Dallas in November 1963.
With respect to the destruction of the note, I think it is clear that
knowledge of this fact would have prompted the most serious kind of
criticism of the FBI by the Warren Commission . I find that reported
destruction of a note to be inexcusable and the saddest possible commentary on the mentality that apparently prevailed in those days
at the FBI. I do not think onr knowledge of either fact, however,
would have prompted any additional investigation with respect to the
substance of our inquirv that might have developed facts other than
those that were ultimately set forth in our report .
Q. Both of these incidents raise questions about the relationship
between Lee Harvey Oswald and the Federal Bureau of Investigation.
I am sure you are familiar with the concern expressed by some that
Lee Harvey Oswald far from having an adversary relationship with
the Bureau as the note destruction incident might have indicated had
instead an agent's relationship with the Bureau .
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What significance do you think there would have been to the fact,
assuming it could be established, that Oswald may have been an informer or an undercover operative for the FBI?
A. I don't think I understand the question.
Q. Suppose your inquiry into Oswald's background had demonstrated that he was an informant for the FBI reporting on the activity
of an organization such as Fair Play for Cuba . Had that informant
file not been more complicated than what I described to you as being
among the materials considered by the Commission, would that (a)
have affected your investigation or (b) assuming that nothing additional was known, would that have affected your ultimate conclusions
about the assassination?
A. I certainly think that knowledge that Oswald was an informant
of the FBI would have affected our investigation. It would have raised
serious questions regarding the origin of that relationship between
Oswald and the Bureau and any knowledge by the Bureau regarding
Oswald's propensity for violence or his plan to assassinate the President. It would have raised 14 years ago an issue that is very much in
the newspapers today regarding the extent to which law enforcement
agencies find themselves acquiring information from informants who
themselves participate in criminal conduct, so at the very least it would
have involved an investigation addressed toward that kind of possibility arising from Oswald's status as an informant of the FBI.
I cannot begin to speculate whether it would have resulted in any
differing conclusion of the Commission since by this time we are piling
speculation upon speculation since it remains my conviction that Oswald was not in fact an informant of the FBI as that term is customarily used . In fact, the destruction incident that we have just been
reviewing cuts against any suggestion that Oswald was an informant
in my view because the Bureau would perhaps have engaged in a more
substantial reconstruction of the pertinent records if they had not been
trying to conceal any such relationship .
Q. Let me show you what has been previously marked as JFK Exhibit No . 71 which is a letter dated November 14, 1977, from you to
me and ask you if you are familiar with it and its attachments Y
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November 14, 1977

G. Robert Blakey, Esq.
Chief Counsel and Director
Select Committee on Assassinations
U. S. House of Representatives
3331 House Office Building
Washington, D.C . 20515
Dear Bob:
In response to your letter of November 11, 1977,
1 will reserve Thursday afternoon for an appearance before
the House Select Committee on Assassinations . I will plan
to be present at 2:00 p.m . unless I hear from you before
noon that you would like to have me come earlier .
During our discussion on October 31, 1977, I mentioned a letter that I wrote to the New York Times regarding
the article published in that newspaper on February 23, 1975 .
Enclosed for your information is a copy of that letter .
letter .

Thank you for the materials enclosed with your

Enclosure

43-819 0 - 79 - 28
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February 24, 1975
Mr . Ben A. Franklin
Washington Bureau
The New York Times
1920 1. Street, N .W .
Washington, D.C . 20036
Dear Mr . Franklin :
I appreciate the professionalism with which you
approached the story on the Warren Commission which was
published in the Times (page 32) on Sunday, February 23,
1975 . I disagree strongly, however, with the suggestion
that relevant material was withheld from the Commission .
I feel that once again the New York Times has been used
by those who desire, for motives beyond my comprehension,
to discredit the conclusions of the Warren Commission .
The following are my reasons for believing that your story
is fundamentally inaccurate .
First,
record that the
reviewed by the
support of this

there is clear evidence in the Commission's
Bureau memorandum dated June 3, 1960, was
Commission .
I offer the following facts in
assertion :

(a) The memorandum was found in the National
Archives among the Commission's official papers .
In the absence of any credible suggestion that the
memorandum was inserted into these files after the
Commission concluded its work, I hope you will agree
that its presence alone in the National Archives
suggests that it was given appropriate consideration
by the Commission before its Report was published.
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(b) The Commission stated in its Report (page 433)
that it reviewed "the complete files on Oswald, as they
existed at the time of the assassination, o£ the Depart
ment of State, the Office of Naval Intelligence, the
FBI and the CIA ." Both an FBI spokesman and I confirmed
that the Bureau files on Oswald were in fact reviewed
as asserted in the Commission's Report . In the absence
of any credible evidence that the Commission, the Bureau
or I were lying or that the 'Tune 3, 1960, memorandum was
not in the files at the time of the Commission's review,
I believe it is reasonable to suggest that the Commission's
statement should be considered valid.
(c) The Commission's own public documentation confirms
that the June 3, 1960, memorandum was in the FBI files
reviewed by the Commission . Commission Fxhibit No . 834,
published in Volume XVII at pages 804-813, is a letter
from the Bureau to the Commission dated May 4, 1964, which
lists the contents of the FBI file concerning Oswald up
to November 22, 1963 . Item 14 is described as follows :
"A letter from this Bureau to the
Department of State dated June 3,
1960, furnishing the State Department
data in the possession of the FBI
concerning Lee Harvey Oswald and
requesting the State Department to
furnish this Bureau any information
it may have concerning Oswald ."
This is obviously the same memorandum which your story
alleges was withheld from the Commission .
Second, your story demonstrates the risks inherent
in relying upon the fragmentary and hastily solicited recollections
selected
members of the Commission's staff .
I am confident
of
that none of the staff members interviewed, if they had been
aware of my statements to you and the facts summarized above,
would have asserted that the memorandum in question was withheld from the Commission . Let me amplify a bit :
(a) Contrary to the suggestion it) your story, the
rcrponcihilil:y for. chock .i.nq out nmlors, wan nol: aasignocl
excl.usively to :ury Lwo or I :hroc meud>er, of the Commi.snl.on's
:;tiff. This was a responsibility of all Lhe members of
the staff, operating within the general parameters of their
individual assignments .
It is not surprising to me, thereforc, Lhat neither Mr . Slawson nor Mr . Coleman recall this
particular memorandum . The memorandum is both without
substantive significance and irrelevant to the area of
concern 1:,1 Me :ucrn . Slaw.-;on and Coleucui, since it is concerned
not with Lhe aclivil.io:; or Oswald abroad but rather with
the "possibility" that someone might somewhere, at some time,
seek to pose as Oswald using his personal documents .
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(b) The responsibility for reviewing the files
.
in existence at the time of the assassination in the
possession of the Bureau and other intelligence agencies
was specifically assigned to one member of the staff .
This task was given to Samuel A. Stern, currently one of
my law partners, who had primary responsibility for
studying the area of Presidential protection and making
appropriate recommendations . For various reasons, both
Mr . Rankin and I also took a'particular interest in this
area of the Commission's work . It was in that connection
that I personally took upon myself the responsibility
for reviewing the Bureau file on Oswald as it existed
at the time of the assassination . In short, it is my
best recollection that at least two members of the staff -Mr . Stern and I -- reviewed the FBI files which contained
the June 3, 1960, memorandum . I expect that we were also
responsible for ensuring that this memorandum, and indeed
most of the contents of the Bureau file, found its way
to the Commission and into its files.
(c) The concern expressed by the Bureau of the
"possibility" that an imposter could be using bswald's
identification data was not the kind of rumor or allega
tion which had to be dealt with in the "Speculations and
Rumors" section of the Commission's report . As is apparent
from this section of the Report, it was intended to rebut
those widespread allegations which, if true, would contradict
the conclusions reached by the Commission on the critical
issues, i .e ., did Oswald shoot the President, did he act
01one, was he an agent of a foreign power, etc. I hope
you will agree that the Bureau's suggestion of a "possibility"
in its June 3, 1960, memorandum did not require separate
analysis and publication in the Report . Among other reasons,
no facts were advanced by the Bureau, or subsequently came
to the attention of the Commission's staff, that an effort
to use Oswald's papers as feared by the Bureau in 1960 had,
in fact, been made by anyone other than Oswald himself .
Third, your story demonstrates how the critics of the
Warren Commission have demonstrated such an impressive ability
to survive . Unable to . find any real substantive grounds for
r " oncr"nlr;tted on Lite
ala.ackiml l .lu" Cuunuis: ;ion's work, thvy have its
procedures r011owcd by tlu" Commi.ssi.ou and
staff . As you
rccoilnized in preparing your story, them " is no reason to believe
111111:t the Ituro:m mrmuratulum of ;Im- 3, 11160 -- oven i f i t had
not been seen by the Commission -- in any way impeached the
findings of Cite Commission . But, of course, it was seen, and
1 hope you will agree that once this fact is accepted there was
simply no story worthy of either your time or space in the 'times .
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As I mentioned over the phone, I have been reasonably
discreet during the past decade about my work with the Warren
CO,t1I0i5Sion . I have urged a similar course, with limited success,
upon many of my former associates . 7 have written this letter,
however, he,-au " :e my pat.ivttec Icv: finally beon exhausted and
because your article provides such it graphic example of human
and ij)stitutioual frailLics . T hopo you will not take this
I~ " I :ta :r
,m .il ly and IIslL, hcforu you writs- auotlu" r article
on the Warren Ccn,mussi.on, you will be my guest for lunch .
I am sending copies of this letter to various of the
Commission staff members mentioned in your article and to two
old friends at the Times, Jack Rosenthal and Roger Wilkins .
Both know me very well and, in particular, know how I approached
my assignment on the Commission staff .
Sincerely,

('

l!l t,c t~.~..r

llo arillens

cc :

tic .
Mr .
mr .
Mr .
Mr .
Dr .
Mr .
Mr. .

J . I .o.c Rankin
William T. colcman, Jr .
Cl . David Slawson
Samu, :l A . Stern
Richard Frank
Alfred Goldberg L
Icogi:r WiIkins
Jack Rosenthal
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(Page 32)

Data on Oswald Apparently Withheld
From KeyWarreriInvestigationAides

and I don't remember one way any imposter memo in the State
By BEN A. FRANKLIN
3,1 t" no n. . ran_a
or the other"
Department files. He recalled
lierecalled" however, that his
WASHINGTON, Feb. 22-1 .
that Mr. Kennedy had died at
Edgar Hoover sent a memoran-duties required me to see ev- about 2 P.M . Wdshington time
erything that Oswald had done
dum to the State Department in
and said that if any Oswald
a defector to the Soviet
1960 raising the possibility that as
documents hadbeen taken from
Union.'
.
an impostor mighlbe using the
the files before he and his assiscredentials of an American de- Mr. `Hoover's memo was tants took custody of them and
dated
3,
.
Its
lone
1960
contents
factor named Lee Harvey Osplaced them under guard that
wald, who was then in the So- suggest that the F.B.I . director night, "somebody would have
raised the possibility of an imviet Union.
had to be thinking awfully hard
because
of
certain
facts)
This memo from the director postor
and moving awfully fast."
of the Federal Bureau of Inves- the memo recounts.
"I am absolutely certain;' he
It
cited
a
Foreign
Service
disligation and two subsequent
said, "that we gave the comState Department memos relat. patch concerning Oswald's dec- mission all the documentation
ed to it were apparently not,laration in Moscow on Oct. 31, that was in the files that
shown to key investigators of 1959. that he would renounce night."
the Warren Commission, which his citizenship and noted that
examined the assassination of he had surrendered his passPresident Kennedy and deter- Port.
mined that Oswald, acting
It also cited a report of an
alone, was the assassin.
F.B.I. agent in Dallas of May
The late Mr. Hoover's warn. 12, 1960, which said that Os.
Ing of the "possibility" that an waid's mother, Marguerite C.
imposter could be using Os- Oswald, "staled subject had
wald's identification data, in taken*his birth certificate with
the Soviet Union or elsewhere, him when he left home."
came more titan two years be. The agent's report indicated
fore the murder of the Ameri. that Mrs. Oswald was appre.
can President in Dallas on Nov. hensive about her son's safety
22, 1963 . The impostor theory because, she had written him
was rejected, by implication three letters and they had all
but not directly, in xte pub- been returned to her uncle.
lished report of the Warren ivered .
Mr. Hooverconcluded: ~"Since
Commission, and its signifi .
cance could not be determined. there is :- possibility that an im.
is
Body
posti
using Oswald's birth
Identified as Oswatd
certi ficate, any current infor.
. The body of the man who the oration the Deportment of State
commission concluded had shot may have concerning subject
the President-.and who was will be appreciated ."
shat to death by lack Ruby two Two internal State Depart.
days later-was identified by ment memos transmitted Mr.
his mother and other relatives Hoover's warning . One, dated
and also by fingerprints and June 10, 1960, went to the de .
other physical features as that Partment's Soviet desk The
of Lee Harvey Oswald .
other, .dated March 31, 1961,
But the apparent withholding was sea4 from one section of
of, information from the com- the Passport office to another.
' mission investigators responConcern on Passport
t sible for checking Oswald's ac77te- )alts memo Indicated
' tivities in foreign countries sup
' ported a theory of some critics concern that a revalidated passof the commission's final re- Port to be issued to Oswald in
port that the panel had come preparation for his return to
to its conclusion regarding Os- the United States in June, 1962,
weld without- having had all not be mailed to him through
the =:Dstal system but be
the facts
A spokesman for the F. B. L delihim "only on a persaid . in response to questions, sonai basis" at the Embassy to
that "we can definitely, state, Moscow.
'the a7uren Commission sub
without hesitation, that a copy
of the Hoover memo wasshown sequently developed that in Juto a member . of the Warren ly, 1961, pawald's passport was
Commission staff in the pres. handed back to the man who
ence of an F. D.1. agent
." How- Moscow Embassy officials were
ever, the spokesman said that satisfied was the same Oswald
he could not identify the com- they had first met in 1959,
mission staff member to whom when he angrily announced his
the memo reportedly had been intention to renounce his citi .
shown. Neither J. Lee Rankin, zenship. The State Department
the former general counsel of had ruled by theft that he had
the commission, nor any of his not given up his citizenship.
None of these documentsformer staff aides who were
most involved in investigating not the Hoover memo nor either
Oswald's background %aid they ^f the State DepartmcM memos
could remerrher seeing it .
-was in the department's Os- ;
However, Howard P. Willens, -aid file as k was given to the
now a private lawyer here, Warren 'Commission in 1969,
identified, himself in an lore - accords
, .,",., ,".. . . . ,
. . inn pub-
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F.B .I. file Mr. Will , who pages of unpublished eommfswas then the commission's spe- Llon records were declassified
icial liaison officer to the Justice by theiState Departingnt and
ZDepartment . said today that placed on public life . in,the Nawhile I do not think that any- Lionel Archives,
Ione can state now' avRh the 'Among them " J.0.~ GrHarrla ; a
I necessary precision whether or 45-year-old New 'Yorker who
not he saw the Hoover memo, has spent nearly a decade. in
assassination
re- .
it .is my best recollection that Kennettyy
I did, in fact, see that memo ." search  found the Hoover and
"1 do not want to be in a State Department memos.
public debate with my old col- How'the memos came to be
leagues," Mr. Wiliens said, "but missing from the State Departi know that there was discus- ment's Oswald file given to the
sion of this among others on commission but included In the
the staff concerned with the same file placed in the Archives
activities of Oswald abroad . I remains unclear.
am concerned with continued At the State Department, a
public references to the notion spokesman said there would
that the commission overlooked be no comment because all for .
mer officials who might have
obvious facts."
of the Oswald fila
Suggests Reopening Inquiry knowledge
bad died or retired .
Shown the F .B .L memos and
Mr. Slawson, citing recent
the two State Department disclosures about domestic acdocuments-discovered in the tivities of the Central InteiNational Archives here by a I ligente Agency, said :
private researcher-W . David
'It conceivably could have
Slawson, a lawyer who checked been something related to the
out rumors about Oswald for C.I.A . I can only speculate now,
the commission in 1964, said but a general C .I.A. effort to
he thought the assassination in- take out anything that reflected
quiry should be reopened.
on them-may have covered this
Mr . Slawson, who is now a up." Mr. Slawson added that
law professor at the University he had been "Impressed at the
of Southern California, said he time with the intelligence and
and other investigators had honesty of the C.I.A- people 1
never been shown the memos . dealt with."
"We were the rumor runnerDental by C.I .A .
downers. and we certainly
'should have seen this material, A C .LA . spokesman denyinp
that
the. agency had ever
as we did a Vest deal of other
stuff that we showed to be un- had any connection with Os.
wald . said .the-agency had no
founded,'- he said. . .
"It may be more significant record of ever having seen the
that we did not see it, in terms Hoover memo and had not enIn a cover-up .
of a possible cover-up and the gaged
reasons for it . than if we had A former State Department
seen it" he continued . "1 mean, official who was familiar with
I don't know where the impos- the Oswald file suggested that
ter notion would have led us- Mr. Honwer himself might have
perhaps nowhere, like a lot of ordered his memo removed
other Iran's. But the point is we from the file before it wea sent
didn't know about it. And why in the commission, to avoid embarrassing the bureau.
not?"
.
Two other commission staff The former official. Rich .
member.: shared with Mr. Slaw- arrl A . Frank, now a la-vver
son the responsibility for here with the Center for l.aw
checking out rumors. Neither and Social Policy, said in an inrecalled specifically having terview that as the depart.
seen the memos, but they tend- merit's assistant legal adviser in
ed to discount any thought of a 1963-64 he had been unaware
of the Hoover memo, although
renewed investigation.
One of them, Dr, Alfred Gold- he had a major responsibility
berg. who wrote the gossip- for assembling the Oswald rec.
puncturing "Speculations and ords sent to the commission.
Rumors" section of the com- He said it seemed possible
mission's report said in an in. that the memo "was so unsupportable by anything the F.B .I.
terview:
had on Oswald that. when the
"I don't have any recollection r
of having seen that lHonverl Oswald file suddenly became
memorandum . As a matter of the object of a most intensive
fact . I am fairly certain 1 didn't. search and review, Mr. Hoov"While I think we might have er and his friends in the securdone more had we seen it-we ity operation at State simply
might have engaged in more re- made itdisappear."
A former senior F.B.I. official
search, we might have looked
for more. we might have asked who worked on the assescinafor more from the State Depart- lion Inquiry said in an interment and the F .B .I .-in terms view that he could not retail
of the outcome, 1 don't believe such a memo as part of the
it would
have made any differ- case file.
Abram Chayes, the departence.. .
William T . Coleman .Jr ., who ment's legal adviser in 1961 .
.,% Mr . Slawson'% immediate who assured the commission
w
testimony then that "very
superior at the commission, and in
efforK" had been
who was nominated last month aggrrssfve
a
made
to collect . and transmit
Fcrd
to
be
Secreby President
the full Oswald f,le, was inter-1
tary of Transp~rlation, was viewed
by Ielephnne in Mos .
nterview
asked during an
rnw, where Iu was attending a
whether he had seen the legal
conference .
Menmns .
"It's been 10 sears" he said.
ilc ;,aid he had no memory ut

A. Yes ; I am.
Q. The letter and attachments speak pretty much for themselves .
Nevertheless, is there anything that you would like to add for the
record at this time about the newspaper article and your own previous
letter which is an attachment to your letter of November 14, 1977?
A. No.
Q. Let me turn your attention now to the relationship between the
agency, the CIA, and the Warren Commission . Would you generally
characterize that relationship as cooperative or uncooperative or none
of the above?
A. I would describe it as cooperative.
Q. How would you describe their performance on the question on
the issue of time? Were they timely in their responses with you?
A. Yes ; I think they generally were although I think there were
one or two investigative requests that were not responded to promptly.
Q. We previously talked about the possible adversary character of
the relationship between the Commission and the Bureau. Did a
similar relationship, however characterized, exist or come to exist
between the Commission and the agency?
A. I did not think so at the time although with the benefit of
hindsight it probably should have .
Q. We have also previously discussed the dynamics of the nature of
the investigation shifting to some degree from the Bureau to the Commission. Did a similar process take place between the agency and the
Commission?
A. I would not describe it in the same way. We made many fewer
investigative requests of the CIA than we did of the FBI and I certainly never had the impression that the CIA felt restrained in any
way from doing what it thought. was necessary or useful in connection
with conducting any inquiry that it wished to with respect to the
assassination.
Q. Did they in fact furnish a great deal of information to the Commission on their own initiative that was not in response to the specific
questions by the Commission?
A. I recall very little information that was submitted by the CIA
other than in response to a specific Commission request.
Q. Let me show you what has been previously marked as JFK exhibit No. 62 which is a series of items basically dealing with a request
made by the Commission of the Agency and on the top having a
memorandum in your own handwriting apparently dated March 12,
1964. You have had an opportunity before today to see these documents, have you not?
[For a copy of JFK 62, see supra, testimony of Burt Griffin.]
A. Are you referring to all the materials that you have just handed
me?
Q. No ; I am primarily referring to the materials associated with
your short cover memorandum .
A. Yes, I have seen these before .
Q. Can you recall to whom the request in the Agency was given?
A. Well, as I see by reference to a letter dated May 19, 1964, from
Mr. Rankin to Mr. Helms that the memorandum of February 24,1964,
was delivered to Mr. Helms at a meeting on March 12, 1964. That
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would coincide with my recollection of how we generally conducted
business with the CIA.
Q. But you had no specific memory of giving it to Mr. Helms?
A. No.
Q. Can you recall why the investigative request was apparently
held for approximately 16 days from the time the draft memorandum
was given to you until you recall it having been given to Mr. Helms'?
A. No ; I don't have a recollection of the reasons for the decision to
handle the matter at a meeting rather than by correspondence . I think
we all anticipated that the matter would require discussion with the
CIA representatives and it may be that we had a meeting with the
CIA for other reasons and decided simply to add this to the agenda
of such a meeting. I don't recall that there was any particular controversy about any inquiry to the CIA for a review of files to acquire
what information they might have in those files relating to Ruby or
other persons whose names arose during the course of the Ruby
investigation.
Q. If only this written record were examined, it would tend to indicate that it took from approximately March to September for the
Agency to respond to this request. There is testimony before the committee that the written record does not always adequately reflect the
verbal communications . Does that square with your memory?
A. Well, as I indicated, I did recall a few investigative requests
that were not responded to promptly by the CIA. This may have been
one of those that I had in mind. I am confident that the failure to
respond more promptly was undoubtedly brought to my attention
either by Mr. Hubert or Mr. Griffin with the request that some followup be made as to the reasons for the delay. I do not recall personally,
however, any conversation that I had with a CIA representative on
this subject.
Q. Assuming this written record is correct or approximately correct, would delays of this magnitude have been typical of the Agency's
response?
A. I don't believe that delays of that kind would have been typical.
Also, I think that the agency was more responsive to our request than
this particular written record would suggest. I am reasonably confident that if the agency had any information in its files with respect
to Ruby or other of the figures mentioned in that memo they would
have advised us orally before any written response was made so as to
give us the substance of our information before they confirmed it in
writing.
Q. You recall then that there was an extensive oral dialog between
the agency and the Warren Commission?
A. I would not describe it as extensive but there were certainly occasional telephone conversations relating to investigative requests and
I am surmising, and that is all it is, that the CIA might well have
informed us of the substance of the September communication if my
date is correct in oral form before they confirmed it in writing. Much
of the correspondence in September was designed to confirm on the
record information that had been previously communicated orally so
that a committee such as this would have a firmer factual record on
which to proceed than the clouded recollections of ancient staff
members.
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Q. I do understand you correctly saying though that if one were
only to come and read the written record, one might come up with an
impression of substantial delays that in fact might have had impact on
the work of the Commission where in fact they did not because oral
communications had been made . What I am really getting at, Mr. Willens, is that, as I am sure you are aware of, critics have analyzed the
record of the Warren Commission and through a series of Freedom of
Information suits the forms of the CIA, and relying largely on the
written record and not the memory of ancient staff members, have
sharply criticized the agencies for not being responsive to the Warren
Commission and I am trying to get for our record your judgment
whether that kind of criticim where- it is based only on the written
record is wholly accurate or wholly fair.
A. No ; I don't think it is wholly accurate because the written record
provides only a partial record of what actually transpired .
Q. Let me change the direction a little bit of my questions. Since
1964 it has been public knowledge that the Central Intelligence Agency
and certain organized crime figures were involved, as you previously
indicated, in efforts to assassinate Premier Castro . Had you been
aware of the relationship between agency personnel and organized
crime figures in this kind of activity, do you think it would have affected the course of the Warren Commission's investigation?
A. Yes ; I think knowledge of that particular relationship might
have prompted a specific investigative request to -the CIA to utilize
those relationships and sources to find out what Cuban involvement,
if any, existed with the assassination. It may have been that the CIA
utilized these relationships and sources independently and satisfied
themselves that no evidence of Cuban involvement could be developed
through these relationships and sources.
I do not know what in fact they did on this subject. In response to
your question, however, if we had known of these relationships, we
would have requested that every effort be made to exploit these relationships and sources and to report to the Commission the results of
any such inquiries. I cannot state now that that would have in any
way changed the ultimate findings of the Commission but it would have
added another dimension to our investigative effort.
Q. . Let me take two possible examples of investigative decisions and
let's see if we cannot analyze them with some hindsight. Let me show
ou initially the exhibit previously marked as JFK exhibit No. 65.
believe you had an opportunity to review this memorandum
previously .
On November 17 we discussed at least preliminarily the question
of to what degree the Commission reviewed various phone records.
This memorandum raises that general question. Had you known of
the Mafia-CIA plots involving Premier Castro, in retrospect now do
you think you might have pursued an effort to trace the telephonic
communications through toll records to a greater extent than you
did ?
A. I think that is possible but I think it probably would have been
done on a more focused basis than was proposed in this memorandum
of February 24, 1964. We are discussing now a course of investigation
prompted by full disclosure by the CIA of its relationships with or-
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ganized crime figures in connection with a possible assassination of
Premier Castro . If we had been confided in by the Agency, we might
jointly have concluded that certain extensive investigative efforts
should be directed at particular members of organized crime or particular time frames when those persons might have been in Cuba or in communication with people in Cuba or in some other way have had leads
that would have permitted a focused and potentially useful course of
investigation. In other words, knowing of the CIA's relationship with
a handful of organized crime figures with respect to a potential Cuban
assassination does not necessarily make appropriate a broad scale
review of all telephone records of all organized crime figures who
might have any relationship whatsoever with the assassination.
Q. Apart from the question of the CIA's relationship to organized
crime figures that might have prompted additional investigation, was
it presented to you as an active possibility that organized crime figures
on their own might have been involved in the assassination?
A. That was one of the main allegations that was reflected in the
original investigative material supplied by the FBI.
Q. Was it ever brought to your attention in 1963 or 1964 that the
Federal Bureau of Investigation had conducted extensive unlawful
electronic surveillance of the major figures involved in organized
crime in the period of 1963,1964?
A. I do not think so.
Q. You seem somewhat hesitant in answering me. Do you have a
little bit of a memory that you may have known about it or heard
about it?
A. Well, there is so much that has come to light in the intervening
14 years with respect to the FBI's techniques of electronic surveillance.
Some of the electronic surveillance that I did become aware of in my
capacity as a supervisory lawyer in the Criminal Division related
to what I believe was considered lawful electronic . surveillance at the
time but then again I have a feel where you are te expert and so it
is unfair to me that I have any recollection here that is useful
to you.
Q. Let me be a little more specific . The committee has had brought
to its attention that the Federal Bureau of Investigation had hot wire
taps that were at that time thought to be lawful under section 605 of
the Federal Communications Act where there was only interception
and no public disclosure but rather bugs-that is, electronic bugsplaced inside a home or an office, that the Bureau had in existence
somewhere between 75 and 100 bugs on the major figures of organized
crime specifically --the Costa Nostra in New York, Chicago, Buffalo,
Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Detroit and some on the west coast-that
hundreds of volumes of logs and notes based on the work of the
investigative clerks in listening to this existed within the FBI in 1963
and 1964.
Was either the existence of this program or the products of that
program ever brought to the attention of the Warren Commission?
A. I do not recall . I was aware that an extensive investigative program was underway with respect to organized crime. I had every
reason to believe that the FBI and the Criminal Division which had
responsibility for the overall prosecutorial effort would bring to the
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attention of the Warren Commission any information developed by
any source that pertained to the work of the Warren Commission . I
was aware also that the Bureau would frequently submit investigative reports attributing information to confidential but undisclosed
sources. To that extent I was aware that there were sources to which
the Bureau attached a considerable confidence and importance and
so it may be that those undisclosed and confidential sources were the
means by which information obtained through this program that you
referred to was made available to the Department of Justice or to the
Warren Commission .
Q. To your knowledge was there any effort made by the Commission, by the Department of Justice or the Bureau to survey that
electronic surveillance to determine whether there was any indication
in it either direct or circumstantial that any of the major figures of
organized crime might have had motive, opportunity, or the means to
assassinate the President in Dallas?
A. I do not know whether any effort of that kind was made. I do
not believe it was made, if it was made at all, at the request of the
Warren Commission because I for one did not know that such a program was in effect at the time.
Q. Had you known it, would you have asked for that kind of survey to be made?
A. That certainly would have been a very reasonable and logical
investigative request to have made and it is my hope that in fact it
was done by the Bureau but I am confident that you and the committee have information one way or the other.
Q. Do you know of any informal communications between the Bureau and the Commission that might have given on a confidential
basis and not in a written form the product of any such examination
by the Bureau of this material ?
A. No.
Q. OK.
A. The only other thing I can say on this general subject is that the
Commission did have substantial confidence in the Bureau's ability to
investigate allegations with respect to organized crime figures. There
were many investigative reports submitted on this general subject as I
recall and I think the Commission was inclined to regard this particular kind of investigation as something peculiarly within the competence of the FBI and to involve none of the controversy that was
associated with some of the other kinds of investigative activities in
which the Commission and the Bureau were jointly involved.
Q. Let me show you what has been previousy marked JFK exhibit
Nos. 72 and 73 . Exhibit No. 72 is a memorandum dated April 1, 1964,
from Mr. Slawson to Mr. Rankin and exhibit No. 73 is a memorandum
of April 24, 1964, from Mr. Slawson to Mr. Rankin. Both of these
memorandums deal with an allegation by John B. Martino that Castro
may in some way have been involved in the assassination of President
Kennedy.
You have had an opportunity before, this morning to see these memoranda ; is that correct?
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[EXHIBIT No. 72]
WDS :mfd :lApr64
Memorandum to : J . Lee Rankin .
From : W . David Slawson .
Subject : Allegations of John V. Martino, Author of the Book Entitled, "I Was
Castro's Prisoner" .
Reference is made to Commission Nos . 657 and 662, dealing with the statements
of Mr . 'Martino, copies of which are attached hereto. The substance of Mr . Martino's assertions is that the death of the President resulted from a Castro plot,
which itself resulted from a plot by President Kennedy to overthrow Castro
through a "second Bay of Pigs Invasion ." Mr. Martino has been questioned on
his sources but he refused to disclose their identity although he describes them
in general terms such as, "a person high in the Cuban Government."
The assertions of NIT. Martino are of more than usual interest for two reasons .
First, because he is the author of the book, "I Was Castro's Prisoner," published
in August 1963, by Devin-Adair Company of New York City, co-authored by
Nathaniel Weyl, described as the author of "Red Star Over Cuba," and is
therefore a person in whose statements the public at large may place considerable trust and indeed, despite his suspicious reluctance to name any of his
sources, we ourselves must accord some consideration . Second Nathaniel Weyl
is quoted on page 2 of Document No . 662 as saying that a friend who ran for
President of Cuba in 1958 will testify soon before the Senate Internal Subcommittee as to alleged contacts between Jack Ruby and "Praskin" in Cuba, and
this may tie in somehow with 'Ir. Martino . Burt Griffin has told me that the
name "Praskin" is known to him from his Ruby investigatory work.
Nothing appears from Mr . Martino's testimony which would indicate that he
could claim a Fifth Amendment privilege were he subpoenaed by the Commission
and asked to disclose his sources . His book was published in August 1963 and
it would therefore appear that his information as to the alleged plot backed by
Castro to kill President Kennedy are not sources that he came upon in the
preparation of his book. Therefore, there does not appear to be any basis for
his assertion of a "newpaper reporter's privilege," if such a privilege has any
legal basis .
Howard Willens and I have discussed this briefly and he asked that I write
this memorandum and state my own conclusion . My tentative conclusion is that
Mr. Martino should be asked to testify before the Commission and subpoenaed
if necessary.
Enclosures (2)
[EXHIBIT No . 73]
WDS : mfd :24Apr64
Date : April 24, 1964.
Memorandum to : J . Lee Rankin .
From : W. David Slawson .
Subject : Allegations of John B . Martino, Author of the Book Entitled, "I was
Castro's Prisoner" ; Supplemental Memorandum .
Reference is made to my memorandum to you on this subject dated April
1, 1964 . In that memorandum I concluded that we should follow up on Mr. Martino's allegations of a Cuban conspiracy behind Lee Harvey Oswald's assassination of the President . Since that memorandum was written, the FBI has independently followed up on Mr. Martino. The FBI reports that have come in are
Commission Nos . 810 and 812.
In substance, what has happened is this : Both John Martino and Nathaniel
Weyl, the writer who helped Martino write his book, has [sic] been asked to name
their sources or other evidence. With one exception, both men have refused to
do so, although Martino has gone so far as to admit that his sources are not
primary sources but only men who told him that they had sources who could
prove what was said. Martino especially seems rather vague on where he got
his information . The one exception is that Weyl named a man named "Buchanan"
who used to work in Miami for an anti-Castro group who is supposed to have
told Weyl that Lee Harvey Oswald was seen among some pro-Castroites in
Miami in March 1963 and October 1962 passing out Fair Play for Cuba literature . When approached on this, Buchanan backed up the statement in general
but was very vague on when exactly and where he saw Oswald . Buchanan
finally said it was his brother who really saw Oswald .
The tenor of both Commission reports is that Weyl and Martino have no real
evidence for their allegations . In view of the fact that the FBI has already fol-
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lowed up on this subject, and because this follow-up has shown the weakness of
the allegations, I feel that my conclusion in the April 1 memorandum that the
Commission should call Martino as a witness no longer holds . I would now recommend that we let the whole thing drop unless some new evidence which
changes the picture appears.

A. Yes ; I have a recollection of seeing these .
Q. There is no indication on either of these memorandums that they
went to you or through you. Do you recall seeing them in 1964?
A. Yes. It would be frequently the case that I would see such memoranda even though I was not the addressee.
Q. These memoranda indicate that this particular allegation was
handled only through field interviews, that there was no effort being
made to subpena Mr. Martino and request from him an identification
of the source to which he attributes the allegation. There is nothing
here or in any other records of the staff of the Commission that indicates that a subpena was considered as a possible investigative technique in addition or that a sub ena might be employed whether or not
Mr. Martino would have a lawful grounds on which to refuse to answer .
I am thinking now of the fifth amendment or some other lawful
privilege.
Do you think that had you known in 1964 of the allegations involving the agency in efforts to assassinate Premier Castro that this kind of
lead that was followed only through field interviews might have been
more vigorously pursued by subpenas and immunity grants or other
more potent investigative techniques?
A. I can do nothing more than speculate in response to that question
and I am reluctant to do so. This particular investigative lead was pursued as the memoranda reflect through FBI interviews of the principal
figures and the reports of those interviews were reviewed by the responsible Commission attorney. I obviously took no objection then and
I do not take any objection now to the conclusion reached here that no
further investigation was required at the time.
If we had known of agency sources or specialized capability. with
respect to Cuba, any such allegation as this would have appropriately
been the subject of an investigative request to the CIA as well as pursuing the normal FBI avenue . This is an example of a kind of an allegation that one might have transmitted to the CIA and asked for them
to conduct such investigation as seemed appropriate, particularly with
respect to the individuals here involved, the conversations that allegedly took place regarding a Cuban involvement. We obviously did
not do so with respect to the CIA and I think it is probably what
we would have done had we known then some of the facts that we have
discussed here earlier today.
Q. An examination by the staff of the Warren Commission materials and the Warren Commission report itself, 492, does not indicate
that Mr. Martino was called before the Commission and deposed or
even placed under oath for an affidavit. In addition to asking you
whether any additional investigative techniques might have been employed through the agency, I would ask you to reflect and perhaps
speculate whether if you may have had a more concrete understanding
that Premier Castro may have had a motive to take revenge on President Kennedy for the CIA plots, might you not have more vigorously
pursued this allegation, for example, by deposing him and placing him
under oath or by calling him before the Commission?
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A. I see nothing now that would have held out any greater promise
of our obtaining relative information from Mr. Martino than was
available at the time. I do not attach quite the same significance as you
do to taking a deposition of a person under oath but there is one assumption underlying your questioning that I think deserves some
examination. You are assuming that really we were not aware of the
possibility that Premier Castro had a motive to participate in any way
in an assassination attempt on President Kennedy. That is clearly not
the case .
There was ample evidence in the historical record at the time that
Premier Castro might have felt that the United States and President
Kennedy in particular were trying to overthrow his government and
that certainly would seem to provide a sufficient possibility of a motive
so as to justify exploration by the Commission staff of any meaningful
allegations as suggesting Cuban involvement with Oswald in this
assassination attempt. It was for that reason that we did try to explore
to the best of our ability those allegations that came to our attention
that suggested some Cuban or Cuban-related involvement. I am confident that with the benefit of hindsight there were some of those allegations that were investigated excessively and other allegations that
were not sufficiently investigated.
Q. Let me see if I cannot rephrase your answer and see if you will
accept it. Without the concrete knowledge of actual Government participation in the effort to assassinate Premier Castro, it is your testimony that if you had sufficient knowledge nonetheless of the possibility that the Commission in your judgment adequately pursued that
line of inquiry and that had you known concretely of the assassination
plots, it is unlikely that you would have done too many things too
terribly different .
A. Well, that is generally my position with the exception that we
would have specifically enlisted the assistance of the CIA on a regular
basis on any investigations relating to Cuba . I am confident if we
learned of any indication that Castro personally was aware of the
United States sponsored efforts directed at his assassination, then in
that case we would have attached a higher priority-perhaps the
highest possible priority-to these allegations so as to satisfy ourselves
if we were able to regarding any involvement of the Cuban Government.
Q. Mr. Willens, let me see if I cannot clarify and perhaps pin down
precisely what the status of your knowledge was as to the possession
on the part of the Commission or Commission members, Commission
staff, of the Castro plots. Specifically to your knowledge did the Chief
Justice have any information while he was serving on the Warren
Commission concerning any involvement of any U.S. intelligence
agency in plots against Cuba to assassinate Fidel Castro I
A. I do not know .
Q. To your knowledge did any other Commissioner have any such
information while he was serving on the Warren Commission?
A. I do not know.
Q. To your knowledge did any staff member have any such information while he was serving on the Warren Commission?
A. I believe not.
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Q. In retrospect was there any conduct on the part of the Chief
justice from which you could have or might have inferred that he
had such information?
A. No.
Q. In retrospect was there any conduct on the part of any other
Commissioner from which you could have or might have inferred
that he had such information?
A. Not that I recall.
Q. In retrospect was there any conduct on the part of any staff
member from which you could have or might have inferred that he
had such information?
A. Not that I recall .
Q. Did you see any document from which you could have or might
have inferred that either the Chief Justice or other Commissioner or
any staff member had such information?
A. No.
Q. Were you ever present during any discussions from which you
could have or did infer that the Chief Justice or other Commissioner
or any staff member had such information?
A. No.
Q. Were you ever instructed by anyone, including the Chief Justice
or any Commissioner or any staff member or anyone else, while you
served on the Warren Commission staff not to pursue any area of
in uiry ?
. No.
Q. Were you ever instructed by anyone while you served on the
Warren Commission staff not to pursue any area of inquiry because
the area might endanger the national security?
A. No.
Q. Did anyone ever suggest to you that certain matters should not
be explored for any reason?
A. No.
Q. Did anyone ever suggest to you that certain matters should not
be explored for reasons of national security?
A. No.
Q. Let me change the subject if I might a little bit. I have only this
one last subject. I 'hope to get you out in time for lunch, assuming you
either eat a late lunch or eat quickly.
Let me ask a little bit about the writing of the final report and its
processes.
Let me show you what has been previously marked as Willens Exhibit 5. I believe you have not had an opportunity to see it previously .
Nevertheless it purports to indicate which staff member had primary
.responsibility for writing the various chapters or rewriting the various
chapters of the report. I wonder if you would look at it and indicate
whether that generally corresponds with your memory?
A. No ; it does not.
Q. Would you indicate for the record to what degree that exhibit
does not reflect the true facts?
A. This exhibit is in serious error with respect to almost everyone
of the eight chapters of the report . I . do not know what the source of
this exhibit was and I don't know that it is worth your time or the
committee's time to try to correct it.
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Q. The source of the exhibit is from Epstein's book.
A. I suspected as much and that is just further confirmation of the
substantial errors that characterize Mr. Epstein's original work. One
of the difficulties of Mr. Epstein's review of this subject was that he
interviewed only selected members of the Commission staff and among
those that he interviewed several, including myself, elected not to talk
to him about some matters that we regarded as confidential to the
work of the Commission .
Have you questioned other witnesses with respect to this exhibit?
Q. No.
A. Do you regard this as something that is to be addressed in your
committee report?
Q. Not necessarily. Perhaps the best way to handle this would be if
you want to write me a short letter later in which you could indicate
to the best of your memory who had the primary responsibility to each
of these sections, we could incorporate it at the end of your testimony.
A. Why don't I take this exhibit under advisement then and see
whether I can supply helpful information to you with respect to it.
Q. All right.
A. I would just generally say that the exhibit underestimates the
number of people who contributed to the writing of the report and it
overstates the contributions made by certain individuals. It also reflects
a lack of precision as to the origin of the material that went into these
various chapters. The chapters as they finally emerge in the Commission report were the product. of considerable discussion and debate
among the Commission's staff and the full Commission . Eventually
proposed drafts that were prepared by some staff members were divided and found their way into several different chapters as we elected
to reorganize the report and this summary neglects to trace back to
the original drafters the individual subsections of individual chapters
in the report . There were approximately 20 members of the Commission staff who participated in a substantial way in writing the Commission report.
If you let me consider it further, Mr. Blakey, to see if I can supplement that brief statement with any more detailed statement, that might
be useful .
Q. I might say this is the actual identity of individuals who wrote
the particular sections and it may well only be of historical interest
and for some inquiry. Someday in the future one may want to go back
and figure that out. The Committee is, however, very interested in
processes and not so much the people by which the material examined
by the Commission ultimately found its way into the particular form
that it took in the Warren Commission report . As I am sure you are
aware, there has been considerable criticism of the Commission, sometimes not so much on the substance of what it said but on its manner of
presentation and sometimes what it omitted. Consequently, the processes that are in the Commission document are a matter that the committee is very vitally concerned in so that if you would make an effort
to reconstruct as best you can that process and its personalization and
individuals, I can assure you that that letter's content would find its
way into the committee's report .
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A. If you have specific questions about the process, why don't you
address them to me and I will see if I can answer them.
Q. Why don't we try some . Let me show you what has previously
been marked as JFK exhibit No. 74 . This is a memorandum of your
own to Mr. Rankin dated August 8 commenting on what I take it is a
relatively mature version of chapter 4 entitled "The Assassin." Let me
ask you a couple of questions about that memorandum .
[EXHIBIT No . 74]
Date : August 8, 1964 .
Memorandum to : Mr. J . Lee Rankin, General Counsel .
From : Howard P . Willens .
Subject : Chapter IV-Draft dated 7/21/64 .
I think that this Chapter needs substantial revision . I suggest the following
comments for your consideration .
1 . As a matter of general style, this Chapter is different from any of the other
chapters and should be brought into conformity . I have the following specifics
in mind
a . The headings and subheading used in the table of contents and in the
text of the chapter should be phrases rather than sentences.
b. Marina Oswald and Lee Harvey Oswald are occasionally referred to as
Marina and Lee Oswald . I do not think that Marina Oswald should ever be
referred to as Marina and believe that Oswald should be referred to as
Oswald or as Lee Harvey Oswald .
c. I do not think that we need to use the prefix Mr . i n the text of the Report.
d. For witnesses who have appeared before the Commission or members of
the staff, I believe we should use the past tense when referring to their testimony rather than the present perfect, i .e ., "testified" rather than "has
testified" .
e. In many sections of the chapter there is an inadequate introductory
paragraph setting forth the conclusions documented in the subsequent discussion . The paragraphing in the chapter needs watching, since there is no consistent handling of paragraph length.

2 . In view of the importance of the chapter, I think that we can afford more
than a single long paragraph as an introduction to the overall chapter. This would
permit the Commission to speak in the introduction of the other evidence considered in the chapter, but not relied upon, although I have other suggestions to
make regarding the handling of this material.
3. I still have a question about the validity of including as a minor finding
Oswald's capability with a rifle. I think our case remains the same even if Oswald
had limited or negligible capability with a rifle . In a way, we are emphasizing an
argument we don't particularly need, which prompts controversy and may tend
to weaken the stronger elements of our proof . I believe that this material should
be discussed somewhere, and probably in this chapter, but I question whether it
should be elevated to one of our eight major conclusions on which the Commission relies. An alternative to consider might be to place the question of Oswald's
capability as a subheading to one of the first two major conclusions.
4. I think that the first major section should be entitled solely "The Assassination Weapon" . The first subheading should be "Purchase of Rifle by Oswald". The subsequent discussion should set forth the conclusion of the Commission that Oswald purchased the rifle based on (a) handwriting analysis of the
rifle purchase documents, (b) Oswald's rental of P.O . Box 2915, (c) prior use
of alias Hidell.
5, On page 4 I do not see the significance of the first full paragraph, with the
exception of the first sentence. We know that Oswald lived in Dallas at the relevent time and I do not believe it is significant that Oswald did not receive mail
from the box after he left Dallas for New Orleans on April 23.
6. The next major subhead should be the section beginning on page 8 dealing
with Oswald's palmprint . I think there should be some reference here to the fact
that palmprints are as good a basis for identification as fingerprints, plus an
appropriate reference to the appendix.
7. In the third line from the bottom of page 8 the meaning of the word "lifted"
Is not clear to the lay reader . Similarly with the reference to the "powder" in

the second line on page 9. The last sentence of the first full paragraph on page
9 might be combined with the prior statement on page 8 about the metal of the
rifle in a separate paragraph offered as explanation for the lack of other prints
on the rifle, assuming recent use . If there are any statistics or other evidence on
this point, I think they should be set forth and explained . This is a more controversial matter than I believe we have considered,.
8 . The section on fiber analysis lacks a conclusion in the text as opposed to the
subheading. On page 10 in the second line, I do not think that the fibers in the
shirt he was wearing should be described as "similarly colored" at this point .
9. With regard to the section beginning on page 10 we should consider reorganizing the discussion as follows
First paragraph .-Covering Marina's testimony on pictures including dates,
places, number, etc .
,
Second paragraph.-Setting forth the Commission's conclusion that the
pictures were in fact taken with Oswald's camera at Neely Street, and are
not superimposed .
Third paragraph .-Dealing with the conclusion that the rifle in the pk "ture is Lee Harvey Oswald's rifle . If this reorganization is not adopted at the
very least there should be an introductory paragraph setting forth the conclusions reached by the Commission regarding these pictures .
10. With regard to the last paragraph on page 13 I would consider mentioning
the name of the magazine. I also think some reference should be made to the
fact that the Commission has examined these pictures and reached certain
conclusions regarding the curvature of the stock problem and the scope situation .
In short, I think it is necessary to expand this discussion.
11 . I am concerned by the lack of introduction to the section beginning on
page 13A and the fact that the conclusions drawn here seem to be somewhat
elusive. If we are stating only that he was on the 6th floor 35 minutes before the
shots were fired, that is one thing . If we are going to rely on Brennan in part,
then we should state a conclusion at the beginning of this section which reflects
our analysis of the eyewitness testimony . I realize that the "access" point has a
colorful history going back several months, but I am not persuaded that it contributes very much .
12 . It might be desirable prior to examining the scientific evidence to have a
short section dealing with the site, setting forth the descriptive material now
contained on page 14 and including other material in the chapter discribing the
cartons which were used to construct a barricade from'the rest of the floor .
13 . There still is a little too much of the Ball-Belin approach in this for my
taste . For example, on page 14 I do not see why the reader has to know the
cartons were forwarded to the Federal Bureau of Investigation for chemical
processing, since subsequent testimony demonstrates that . Similarly, on page 15
the finding of the palmprint by Lt . Day is of no particular significance .
14 . The conclusion sought to be drawn from this section seems to me to go too
far. I do not know why we place "great" weight on the fingerprint and palmprint
identification to prove he was at the window . The basic question is when he was
at the window and when we come near to that question we back away from It.
Furthermore, we never do make an effort to refute the many other possibilities
for those fingerprints which are consistent with Oswald's innocence .
I would consider combining the section on the paper bag with the section on
the cartons. The section on the paper bag also lacks a topic sentence pointing
out the conclusion. I wonder why we have the description of the paper bag here
since it could be a sandwich bag and still be used to make the point that is
involved here. I question whether the whole section on carrying the rifle into
the TSBD should not be before this "access-presence". That organization would
permit us to introduce the paper bag in the most appropriate context.
15. Much of the material in the first full paragraph of page 1T should be
relegated to the Appendix so far as I am concerned .
16. If we have any testimony as to the state of the southeast corner early in
the morning, I think it should receive greater emphasis in the text, since it
provides greater support for linking Oswald with the cartons and bag found in
the corner after the assassination .
1T. In the section on eyewitness identification, we should make some reference
back to chapter 3 and Brennan's testimony there .
18. On page 21 the fact that another eyewitness identified Oswald in a way
similar to Brennan does not seem to me to help support Brennan's identification .
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I would eliminate this comparison here and perhaps make a reference to it later
on when the Tippit shooting is discussed .
19 . Throughout the discussion of Brennan's testimony we should reaffirm his
testimony as to the source of the shots. On page 23 I think we go out of our way
to qualify the Commission's reliance on Brennan's testimony . I see no reason
why we should pick Brennan out as the subject for the second paragraph on
page 23. He is a good witness despite his declination to identify Oswald positively
in the police lineup. Why not place this paragraph at the end of the entire section
on eyewitness testimony . The record on Brennan speaks for itself. The last sentence in this paragraph is obvious, since we have stated several times that our
findings that Oswald is the assassin is based on many different categories of
evidence .
20 . It seems to me that the last paragraph on page 23B gives Fischer and
Edwards more weight than Brennan . At least they are blessed with the "consistent with" characterization, which I think is overworked in his chapter.
21 . I have substantial problems with the section beginning on page 24 . I would
consider placing the first subsection, dealing with the rifle's location in the Paine
garage, in the first section of the chapter dealing with Oswald's ownership and
conditional possession of the rifle . I do not think that this discussion here is
necessary to the argument that he carried the rifle in on Friday . Also the testimony discussed here is more relevant here to the possession of the rifle than it
is to the location of the rifle in the Paine garage . The first of these two points is
the more important conclusion and it should be bolstered by all available evidence.
22 . I do not follow the argument contained in the first full paragraph of
page 24. We do not have to prove that Oswald never took the rifle out of the
garage in order to make the point that the garage was its usual storage place . I
would consider eliminating the paragraph entirely .
23 . After the above relocation of the Paine garage section, I would consider
organizing this section as follows
First conclusion,-The paper bag contained the assassination weapon .
Second conclusion .-Lee Harvey Oswald carried this bag to work.
(a) He made the bag from TSBD material ;
(b) He had the opportunity to make the bag ;
(c) He carried this bag on Friday ;
(d) He had handled the bag.
Third conclusion.-He lied about the curtain rod story and the paper bag.
On reviewing this again I am persuaded once more that this entire section
should go before the section dealing with Oswald's presence in the window .
24 . The discussion at the bottom of page 27 regarding disassembling seems
to have limited relevance. I would consider combining the paragraph with the
one at the end of this subsection .
25 . On page 32 I question the relevance of the last sentence of the first full
paragraph dealing with the location of the bag. I do not see how this is relevant
to the conclusion that the bag contained the rifle. If this point is to be made, I
think it should be made as part of the general description of the assassination
scene as proposed in one of my earlier comments .
26. The third line on page 33, I do not think that the meaning of the word
"matched" is clear .
27. I think that the way that the Frazier-Randle testimony is handled on pages
38-40 may well be the best possible way . It does occur to me, however, that
under my proposed reorganization this testimony would be pertinent to the conclusion whether the bag contained the assassination weapon . Perhaps the organization should be changed so as to prove first that Oswald carried the paper
bag to work, and then turn to the question whether the bag contained the assassination weapon . The Frazier-Randle testimony could then be set against the scientific evidence as well as the other evidence bearing on this issue .
28. The characterization of the killing of Tippit on page 42 as a desperate
act of escape may be true, but I would like to discuss this further. Perhaps this
point could be made in the overall introduction or conclusion of the chapter
after all the other evidence is set forth .
29. On page 45 I would not begin the discussion of Tippit eyewitnesses with
Helen Markam . On page 46 I think we should have at least a paragraph on Helen
Markam's alleged description of Oswald ac "short", stocky and bushy-haired .
30. The sentence at the bottom of page 59 is not necessary here in view of the
introductory paragraph which is contained in this subsection .
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31 . The discussion at pages 60-64 gives me some difficulty. I do not see why
we have to proceed witness by witness in making the points to be made here .
I would suggest that the paragraphs might be along these lines .
a . Lee Harvey Oswald entered the theater at such and such a time .
b . Police officers were summoned to the scene and entered the building .
c. Lee Harvey Oswald was apprehended and in the source of this may have
attemped to kill the arresting officer .
d. Excessive force was not used by the Police officials .
32. I am still troubled by the location of the section dealing with the interval
of time between the assassination of President Kennedy and the murder of
Officer Tippit . Once we have found that he did both acts, what could have happened in the interval which would be "inconsistent with" his having done this . In
other words, once you prove that he did both acts what is the relevance of
speaking of the intervening events. If there is anything in the intervening events
which casts doubt on his committing either of the two acts, that is a different
matter. In that event, the activity during the intervening period would be an
element of evidence to be weighed in reaching the conclusion as to whether the
actor is guilty of the crime in question . That is not our case here. The end result
of this rambling may be the suggestion that this section be treated in chronological fashion after the assassination of President Kennedy and prior to the case
against Oswald for the murder of Tippit .
33 . Regardless of where it is located, I think that the full paragraph of the section should state the basic conclusions regarding Oswald's movements during
this period of time. For example, the Commission concludes that Oswald went
from the 6th floor to the 2nd floor by the stairway, through the lunchroom and
out the front door of the building before 12 :34 when the building was not
closed off. He then took a bus and a taxi, went to his apartment, and proceeded
to the site of the Tippit killing .
34 . 1 do think that we should conclude that Oswald was in the process of
flight or at least that some of the events suggest that he was .
35 . With the above recommendation in mind the testimony beginning at page 72
would be handled different . This testimony would be set forth and appraised on
the issue as to how and when Oswald descended from the 6th floor . In such a
discussion the Commission could rely on some witnesses and reject the testimony
of others, such as Victoria Adams.
36 . On page 76, I think that we have to do something more with the Lovelady
picture. It occurs to me that we should probably do a paragraph or section dealing with Oswald's known whereabouts at 12 :30. In setting forth the limited
amount of evidence as to his whereabouts at this time we could reject the allegation that the picture in question shows him standing in the doorway at the time
of the assassination .
37. With regard to the treatment of the General Walker shooting, I think that
we need a paragraph summarizing the investigation, or lack of it, conducted by
the Dallas Police Department after the Walker shooting. We also should set
forth briefly the fact that Walker initiated an investigation into the matter. Our
conclusion that Oswald was probably responsible builds of course on the fact
that it was an unsolved crime. We have to make some reference to the investigation made by Keaster and Roberts, whose statements regarding Duff should be
made part of the record and have been collected by Liebeler.
38. 1 am of the mind now that there should be no other evidence section at the
end of the chapter . This means that we have to find a place for each of the subsections. I think that the paraffin tests discussion should be set forth early in
the Report, after the discussion of Oswald's ownership of the rifle. It could be set
forth by the Commission in a frank statement that the Commission has no scientific evidence as opposed to eyewitness and circumstantial evidence that Oswald
fired the rifle on November 22.
39. I would eliminate the section now labeled clothing identification and make
the point in the course of setting forth the testimony of the Tippit witnesses.
It is clear enough what the Commission relies upon and what it does not rely
upon and we do not need this section .
40 . The Nixon attempt problem presents a more difficult problem . I would
consider discussing this under the case heading as the General Walker shooting
section
so as to cover all prior similar acts in one section . In the course of thatGeneral
we could state our evidence supporting the conclusion that he fired at
Walker and why we believe he did not attempt to shoot Nixon. An alternative
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to this would be to make referene to this incident only by a single sentence in
Chapter 4 and treat it more fully in Chapter 7, as an illustration of Oswald's
personality and treatment of his wife . I do not think it should be handled at
the end of this chapter.
41. The section drafted by Mr. Liebeler on the Irving sports shop story can
be handled earlier in the chapter dealing with the ownership of the rifle. I
think it is reasonable to set forth the evidence supporting the conclusion that
Oswald owned and handled this weapon and make the point also that the Commission has no credible evidence that Oswald owned another rifle. It also might
be worked in where we state that the rifle was shipped with the scope already on.

For example, I note on page 2, paragraph 3, the memorandum employs words like "case," "argument," "weaken." Aren't these the words
appropriate to a brief, a legal brief ?
A. These are the words that come naturally to a lawyer reviewing a
written product. We thought it was important to have a fair and comprehensive treatment of the evidence. We also thought it would be
desirable to support the Commission's conclusions in as useful and as
persuasive a way as possible.
Q. It has been suggested by some that the Commission's report was
in fact not a fair and objective analysis of the evidence but rather a
brief in behalf of the Government's position ; to wit, the single assassin
theory . I wonder if you would comment on this.
A. I do not agree with that criticism obviously. I think there are
several examples in the report that could be allowed in a response to
that criticism ; for example, the decision of the Commission not to rely
on the eyewitness testimony of Mr. Brennan.
Q. Let me explore that with you if I might. On page 3 of this memorandum, paragraph 11, that very issue is raised and it is also raised on
page 4, paragraph 18, and page 5, paragraphs 19 and 20. How did the
staff and the Commission arrive at a decision in reference to Mr.
Brennan's testimony? Would you describe the processes that led you to
handle Brennan in one way as opposed to another?
A. Well, the process is not really very, very mysterious. There were
initial drafts of the report or assessment of the relevant evidence going
back as early as February and March of 1964. As we turned from the
investigative stage of the report to the writing stage of the report, the
responsible attorneys would make an initial cut at presenting the
relevant evidence, evaluating it and supporting their conclusions.
Q. In what sort of way?
A. In this particular case they were trying to use those standards
that they thought would be the likely product of a contested trial. They
were sensitive in this area in particular to the fact that there was no
cross examination that could be used to challenge the eyewitness testimony of a person such as Mr. Brennan and there was a sensitivity to
that concern supplemented by the fact that other evidence seemed more
credible that led the staff attorneys and ultimately the Commission to
conclude that some evidence should not be relied upon and other
evidence should be emphasized .
Q. Do I understand you correctly to be saying that where information or evidence might, have been subjected to sharp challenge in an
adversary proceeding there was an inclination of the Commission staff
not to rely on it but to rely instead on evidence that could not have
been as sharply criticized or challenged?
A. That certainly was a general effort . I don't know how well it was
achieved in the overall report but I do know that it was of particular
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concern with respect to the evidence implicating Lee Harvey Oswald.
This exhibit that I have in front of me, JFK exhibit No. 74, reflects a
process by which the report ultimately emerged ; it represents a detailed review by me of a proposed draft including the substantive and
organizational changes that I thought would be useful .
I had the general responsibility of submitting my views with respect
to any portion of the report and I think I generally took advantage
of that opportunity and performed that responsibility . After such a
memo would be prepared by me or by Professor Redlich, customarily
the drafts would be either rewritten by the responsible attorneys or
Mr. Redlich and I or in some instances Dr. Goldberg would take the
responsibility for incorporating the revisions into another draft.
The drafts were generally commented upon by attorneys in other
areas as well, particularly the most sensitive parts of the report, so
that as the redrafting continued the use of a large number of staff
members was taken into account. Mr. Rankin had the final responsibility for the drafts that went forward to the Commission and he
looked primarily to Professor Redlich and myself to present to him a
draft with which both of us were in agreement .
Q. The committee has available to it in its record now testimony
indicating that there was some controversy over the general structure
of the report, and now I am referring to what the staff here has called
the long-run/short-run report . The short-run report was one that in
relatively clear and black letter terms made an effort to resolve as
sharply as possible most controversies presented to the Commission
appropriately qualified but nevertheless resolved . The long-run version would have been a report that included within the language of
the report and its footnotes a great deal more of the ambiguity of the
evidence and a clearer and a franker recognition of the ambiguities
in the testimony and the unresolved questions.
I grant that neither of these two characterizations would fully or
adequately describe the document that was ultimately published.
Nevertheless, they might well represent tendencies in a draft. The testimony in the record tends to indicate that the option taken by the
Commission was the short-term . I don't use that in a pejorative sense.
That is, to write as clear and forceful and determined a report as
possible . The option of writing a report that contained more ambiguity and more unanswered questions was not adopted. I wonder if you
would comment on that general description of the report and its
tendencies .
A. Well, I don't accept those characterizations as having any relevance to this end product. When the report came out it was regarded
as being a lengthier and more thoroughly documented report than
most people had anticipated. There was a considerable desire within
the staff at least to prepare a report that would deal substantially and
usefully with all the important questions addressed in the
investigation.
The numerous appendixes attached to this report and the decision
to publish simultaneously the underlying evidence suggests to me
a disposition quite contrary to the suggestion that this was a short run
product designed to avoid controversy and overlook the ambiguities
inherent in the investigation. The report I think reflects the limita-
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tions of the Commission's efforts in important respects when it concludes as to the existence of a conspiracy and only that . There is no
evidence regarding such a conspiracy and the significance of that conclusion has to be evaluated in light of the investigation that was
conducted up to that point by the Commission in the various investigative agencies. I think as a qualified conclusion that was appropriately made and that left others free, like this committee, to explore
facts that have developed in the intervening years to re-examine that
conclusion and see whether it is still a legitimate conclusion or not.
I think the suggestion that the report should have reflected ambiguities and hold open more serious questions is both unrealistic and not
very useful . We are, after all, dealing with a public report issuing
over the signatures of seven extremely experienced and prominent
public figures . We are well accustomed to the ambiguities of life and
also the necessity of reaching conclusions notwithstanding the existence of such ambiguities. They and the staff tried to do so in an honest
and complete way, and I ain sure that we all anticipated that criticism of whatever kind would come over the years and should be
expected .
Q. Let me direct your attention to page 4, paragraph 13, of JKF
exhibit No. 74. There is a reference in the memorandum to the BallBelin approach. Do ,you recall what that was?
A. This characterization was not intended to be a critical one. My
recollection is that the initial draft of this section of the report that
was prepared by Mr. Ball and 11fr. Belin devoted a considerable amount
of space to tracing the chain of custody of particular items of evidence,
for example, in the way that you would have to do if you were presenting the matter in court. That is completely understandable in light of
the considerable litigation experience of both of them and particularly
Mr. Ball.
My sense as someone who was trying to organize and present the
material was that the lay reader of this report did not need that kind of
detail in a report that already promised to be very long and ought to
focus in on the issues of real controversy. I think it is that which I had
in mind by the reference here to the Ball-Belin approach. That is more
a difference in style than in substance -and reflects my views as to what
kind of a report ultimately should be produced.
Q. Nevertheless I take it from your previous answers that trial-type
standards on custody and authentication were applied to the evidence
that you ultimately relied upon.
A. I would not want ,to go so far as to say that . I mean there was concern about custody and authentication but even if there was some concern that does not necessarily mean that the body of this report should
contain a detailed recital of the chain of custody of particular items of
physical evidence if the writers of the report -are comfortable with the
conclusion that the evidence that they are relying upon was not tampered with during the relevant period .
Q. Let me make an effort to paraphrase you so I understand . You are
saying that the Commission staff in evaluating evidence if it didn't
apply trial-type standards on custody authentication at least only used
that evidence that it was comfortable with and then in writing the
report did not necessarily set forth the processes by which it came to
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arrive at a judgment that they were comfortable with ; for example,
whether the rifle taken from the depository was indeed the rifle that
Lee Harvey Oswald bought or whether the rifle first found in the
depository is indeed the rifle ultimately examined by the ballistics
people .
A. We certainly would not have relied on physical evidence where
we had any reason to suspect that there had been some substitution so
as to make the results of examining that evidence not reliable.
Q. The absence sometimes in the report of the detailed discussion of
the reasoning process that led you to decide that a particular rifle was
identical within a particular photograph that was authentic is not an
indication that the Commission staff did not explore those questions
prior to relying on the evidence.
A. That is correct, and I think that certainly is an option that that
could have been considered in writing the report ; that is, to provide a
more detailed explanation of the reasoning process in general terms at
least if not with respect to each specific piece of evidence relied upon .
Q. Although I might be moved to comment that if your one-volume
report lacked a certain readership, then the two-volume report filled
with the tedious record systems entitled "Only to Lawyers" might have
been even less well read .
A. I suppose we would have addressed that kind of issue the way we
did the more scientific questions that were considered in the appendixes
but we did limit our discussion of the quality of our evidence only to
a few very important items in the report of the kind that we previously
mentioned.
Q. What is included in the report is important. What is not included
in the report is sometimes important, too.
In that context let me show you what has been previously marked
JFK exhibit No. 42 . This deals with a question of a possible threat by
Premier Castro to kill President Kennedy and whether or not that
threat might have come to the attention of Lee Harvey Oswald. The
memoro ndum addresses the issue of whether that should have been
reflected in the final report . The official report at page 414 and the New
York Times report at page 390 in general terms discussed this issue but
at least to my reading do not explicitly adopt the suggestion that Mr.
Liebeler had made to Mr. Rankin in his memorandum on the 16th.
Do you think that had the Commission known of the CIA plots that
this kind of material might have found its way explicitly into the final
report?

[EXHIBIT No. 42]
Date : September 16, 1964.
Memorandum to : Mr . Rankin.
From : Mr. Liebeler .
Reference : Quote from "New Orleans Times-Picayune" of September 19, 196.4
concerning Fidel Castro's speech .
We previously discussed the possible inclusion in Chapter VII of the quote from
the New Orleans Times-Picayune of September 9, 1963 concerning Fidel Castro to
the effect that U .S . leaders would not be safe themselves if U .S . promoted attacks
on Cuba continued. You and Mr. Redlich took the position that we could not
include the quote unless there was some evidence that Oswald had actually read
that particular newspaper. I stated that the material was relevant and the possibility that Oswald had read it should be discussed . I was not, however, at that
time able to indicate any other situation in which materials had been discussed
on the possibility that Oswald had read it, in the absence of any specific proof
that he had .
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I now note, however, in reviewing the galleys of Chapter VI, that an extensive
discussion of the "Welcome Mr . Kennedy" advertisement and the "Wanted for
Treason" handbill are included . The following statement appears in connection
"There is no evidence that he [Oswald] became aware of either the 'Welcome Mr.
Kennedy' advertisement or the 'Wanted for Treason' handbill, though neither
possibility can be precluded ."
Our discussion of the possible inclusion of the Castro quote had obvious political
overtones . The discussion set forth in Chapter VI concerning the "Welcome Mr.
Kennedy" advertisement and the "Wanted for Treason" handbill have similar
overtones . One of the basic positions that you have taken throughout this investigation is that the groups on both ends of the political spectrum must be treated
fairly . I have agreed with that proposition in general, even though we have disagreed at times on specific applications of it .
It appears clear to me, however, that if we are precluded from including the
quote from the New Orleans newspaper concerning Castro's speech on the grounds
that we have no evidence that Oswald actually read it, even though we do know
he read a great deal, the same must be true of the "Welcome Mr. Kennedy" advertisement and the "Wanted for Treason" handbill . The discussion in Chapter VI
actually admits that the "Welcome Mr . Kennedy" advertisement in the November 22, 1963 "Dallas Morning News" probably did not come to Oswald's attention.
Under those circumstances it would seem to me that fairness indicates either the
deletion of the discussion of the advertisement and the handbill that is now set
forth in Chapter VI or the inclusion of the Castro statement in Chapter VII .

A. I can't say.
Q. Do you recall this particular controversy at all?
A. I remember seeing that memorandum . There were several such
issues that were raised in the last week's effort to conclude the writing
of the Commission report . People were working very hard. There was
a keen sense of history involved in preparing the report . There was apprehension of all kinds with respect to our ability to complete a satisfactory report. There were numerous instances where differences of
views came to light with respect to what should be contained in the
report and how it should be stated.
Q. This is just one example.
A. This is just one example and reflects a very substantial contribution that Mr. Liebeler made throughout the Commission's investigation to keep people's attention focused on the need for fairness and
political balance and to be careful about matters of detail.
Q. Should any particular significance be attached to the omission
in the final report of explicit reference to the Castro threat?
A. I don't think so but I do not really recall very clearly now what,
if anything, is included in the Commission report regarding this particular hypothesis.
Q. You can, if you want to, examine this. I think on page 414 is the
only reference at least that I have been able to find. You have in this
a general section entitled "Entrance in Cuba" and you have a paragraph-I am reading now from page 319 of the New York Times version. I think you have page 414 of the official version.
A. I noticed on page 414 of the official version that there is a reference to a substantial difference in political views between Cuba and
the United States, specifically the reference to a statement by Castro
that Cuba could not accept a situation where at the same time the
United States was trying to ease world tensions it also was increasing
its efforts to tighten the noose around Cuba .
I note also a sentence from page 414 to this effect : "The general conflict of views between the United States and Cuba was, of course, re-
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fleeted in other media to such an extent that there can be no doubt that
Oswald was aware generally of the critical attitude that Castro expressed about President Kennedy."
On page 415 there is a sentence that reads as follows : "While some
of Castro's more severe criticisms of President Kennedy might have
led Oswald to believe that he would be well received in Cuba after
he had assassinated the American President, it does not appear that
he had any plans to go there."
It seems to me that those sentences demonstrate the resolution of the
controversy raised by Mr. Liebeler's memorandum . The resolution
seems to have been a generalized reference to the kind of criticism
that existed at the time and that might have well come to Oswald's
attention but without the need to focus on particular embodiments of
that Castro criticism where there was no evidence that Oswald did in
fact see the specific newspaper item.
Q. That concludes my questions this morning, Mr. Willens. Let me
say again I appreciate your time and effort to come over and share
with us your thoughts, and I will look forward to reading your subsequent submission on the processes that led to and were involved in
the writing of the report . I would like at this time to extend to you
the opportunity to make any additional statement, that you want to for
the record.
A. Thank you. It will be short.
I do want to summarize some of my views with respect to the work
of the Warren Commission and the review of that work by this
committee.
First, I have not and do not oppose the work of this committee. It
is certainly most appropriate for an instrumentality of the Congress
to evaluate the findings of the Warren Commission in light of the
technical developments and the disclosures of the last nearly 14 years.
In addition, anyone who serves the public in any capacity, especially
on a project as visible and historical as the Warren Commission, must
be prepared to have his or her work subjected to the closest public
scrutiny.
All I or anyone associated with the Commission can ask is that the
judgment this committee ultimately renders be reasoned and fair.
By reasoned I mean a process of careful consideration of all the pertinent evidence and factors and the framing of documented and balanced
conclusions in light of the relevant evidence and factors. By fair I
mean the application of a mature and humane judgment that recognizes that errors are inevitable and that the establishment of priorities is necessary in any public endeavor . In particular I ask for some
understanding of the incredible public pressures operating upon the
Commission and staff to complete its work as the end of 1964
approached .
Second, I will not reiterate at any length my views regarding the
ability or integrity of the members of the Commission and staff. Any
such opinions of mine are obviously self-serving.
To the extent that the record of the Commission's work provides
evidence of conflicting viewpoints among staff members, two points
might be made .
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First, the Commission had nothing to hide about the way it did its
business. The difficulties are reflected in the records of the Commission
for all subsequent interested parties to evaluate.
Second, such differences surely must be expected of a staff of reasonable, mature and highly independent professionals. Nothing would
have warranted suspicion as much as a unanimity of views among the
members of the Commission staff.
Third, I hope the committee will have the courage to conclude publicly that the Warren Commission was correct in its major findings,
if that is indeed its conclusion . It will be an easy and attractive course
to avoid such an assessment by finding deficiencies in the way in which
the Warren Commission did its work and lamenting the passage of
time that has made further investigation fruitless. The public deserves
more than this . If the findings of the Warren Commission are nA
soundly based on the evidence, this committee should so state but if
the opposite is true and the committee concludes that the Warren. Commission was essentially right, then the public deserves to be }old this
as well .
Last, as you approach public hearings I hope you will give careful
thought to the fairness of your presentation of the facts. If you have
concluded that the Warren Commission was deficient in its operating
procedures, I hope you will consider giving an opportunity to members of the Commission or staff to comment on your findings or to
testify in your public hearings. I offer this suggestion not because of
any vested interest in the findings of the Warren Commission but in
an age where governmental institutions are so persuasively distrusted
it seems only fair to make certain that all perspectives are evaluated
before concluding that the Warren Commission or any other Government agency associated with the assassination investigation of President Kennedy did anything less than extend its best efforts to deal
honestly with a most challenging public assignment.
Thank you for your courtesy.
Mr. BLAKEY . You're welcome.
[Whereupon, at 12 :10 p.m., the deposition concluded.]
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